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Residents to share
their knowledge
during Murray's
Trivia Night
Special to the Ledger
Community members will
share their trivia knowledge
Friday, May 6, at the Murray
Main Street Trivia Night at
Westside Baptist Church gymnasium. Doors will open at 6
p.m. with the trivia rounds
beginning at 6:30 p.m.
There will be seven rounds
with 10 questions in each round.
Rounds in the past have included, "Murray History," "Movies
that Start with 'B" and
"Animals in the Spotlight."
Prizes for first, second and third
will be awarded, as well as door
prizes drawn throughout the
night. There will also be bonus
solo rounds called "Dead or
Alive" and "Myth-busters."
"It is a great social event for
the community, and it allows
people to come together for a
common goal to give recognition and improve Murray Main
Street," City Attorney Warren
Hopkins sakl.
All proceeds will be used to
preserve Murray's history, as
well as drive more business to
downtown Murray.
"Trivia Night is one way we
are able to raise funds to restore
historic buildings and also continue hosting events each year,"
said Deana Wright, Murray

•See Page 2A

WEATHER

WATER'
WOES
Record amounts of water spill through the floodgates at
Kentucky Dam near Gilbertsville Tuesday afternoon. According
to explorekentuckylake.com, a tourist-oriented website, current
lakes levels are holding steady at 373-feet and could rise to
373.5-feet before slowly starting to fall. The site reported that
the previous 369.99-feet record elevation from 1984 was broken Saturday when the lake reached 370-feet. At left, Moors
Resort and Marina which is located above the dam, deals with
the inconvenience of the high waters. Facilities at the resort
are reported open and accessible during this historic event.
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Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
Thursday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 71. South south;
west wind between 5 and 8
mph.
Thursday Night: Partly
cloudy with a chance of showers and thunderstorms. A low
around 50.
Friday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 72. West wind
between 3 and 7 mph.
Friday Night: Partly cloudy,
with a low around 52. Calm
wind becoming south around 6
mph.
Saturday: Partly sunny, with
a high near 75. South wind
between 6 and 9 mph.
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Library Board
discusses days
open, asbestos
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Wnter
Calloway County Public
Library Board Chairwoman
said
Mieure
Nancy
Wednesday that the board
should consider reducing the
nuniber of days the library is
closed each year.
Speaking during the public
comments portion of the
board's monthly meeting,
library patron Phyllis Miller
said the library was scheduled to be closed for 22 days
in 2011, which she felt was
excessive. The calendar on
the library website said the
building had been closed the
five days after New Year's
Day for training and inventory, on President's Day and
on Good Friday. In the coming months, it is also scheduled to be closed May 28-29
for carpet cleaning, on

•See Page 2A
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By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
Land donation negotiations for ,a
planned standalone Residential Hospice
House have stalled and the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Board of
Trustees voted Wednesday to cease negotiations for a month while working on
details.
Board attorney Chip Adams presented
an update at the board's monthly meeting
Wednesday afternoon, saying he has been
working with potential land donor Howard

only

$499900

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
School districts in Kentucky have set a
new record in first-time response rates
among principals and teachers to a national educational conditions survey and the
Murray Independent School Distirct and
Calloway County Schools report outstanding participation.
According to New Teachers Center, the
non-profit organization that administered
the TELL survey concerning educational
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conditions, Kentucky set a record for first- vey," said Ken Bargo, superintendent foil
time response rate listed 80.27 percent. Calloway. "Of the 86 questions in eighl
TELL stands for Teaching, Empowering, categories, Calloway exceeded the statp
Leading and Learning, according to the average scores on 80 questions. A1thougl
report released this week. About 91 per- this survey is not an evaluation, but a too
cent of Kentucky schools met the mini- to be used for planning, it shows that w
mum response rate threshold of 50 per- as a district, are doing very well."
Bargo said district teachers are well satcent.
Calloway County Schools reported isfied with facilities and resources and
gave school councils high marks.
92.18 percent participation.
Calloway
the
with
pleased
"I'm very
2A
County Schools results on the TELL sur- •See Page
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Brandon heavily this year to finalize the time period for the completion of the
land donation details. Adams said two work, which is where they have reached
major things need to happen before the the current impasse. He said the hospital
deed can be transferred: first, an agree- wishes to have five years and Brandon has
ment to annex into the city must be com- proposed two years with the ability to repleted and second, the agreement to trans- negotiate at the end of the two-year
period.
fer the real estate must be completed.
The board discussed various options and
The real estate transfer agreement states
the hospital must complete infrastructure several members questioned what waiting!
tasks on the property (road, sewtr, electric a month would accomplish instead of tryi
lines, water lines, sanitation lines) before ing to work with Brandon now to reach A
the deed can be transferred. Adams said
See Page 2A
the agreement is down to agreeing on a •
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response.
"The value of this survey lies in
participants honest evaluation of
.from Front
their teaching conditions. Because
0.
.., "(They) were encoura
we expect ever!, principal and
ged by the
teacher
to create and sustain posiytigh degree of involvement by our
:parents and community and 93.7 tive conditions for learning in every
..agreed with the statement that 'My classroom, we must be able to
:Achool is a good place to work and measure those conditions," he said.
Topics of concern surveyed
irarn." Bargo said."We appreciate
included time, facilities and
.
411 S wealth of information
gathered
om our teachers and will use it in resources, community support,
`developing our district and school school discipline, teacher leader4niprovement plans. Hopefully, the ship, school leadership, profession*IELL survey will be repeated in the al development, instructional prac:41aure and we'll be able to measure tices and support and new teacher
1
support.
nur growth."
Overall, educators seem to be prif! MISD was listed among 17 dismarily
positive about their teaching
qtricts reporting a 100 percent
"
conditions, according to the report:
'response. Murray High School
• 83 percent indicate they
nncipal Teresa Speed said she was
intend to continue teaching at
;excited about he information
their current schools.
"received and the clallenge to make
•94 percent agree the school
4mprovements viewed as needed for
leadership facilitates using data
,
4-progress among teachers.
to improve student learning.
)., Murray Elementary interim
•92 percent agree that teach4Principal Lorne Booth said is was
ers are encouraged to try new
**ice to hear NIISD liitied.
things to improve instruction.
• "We have a ‘‘iindertill .-hnnt dis- However, analysis indicates
;:oict that shares a common vision of
there are also some concerns
t
ccess in all areas of public educa- among
those responding:
"she said.
•51 percent agree that efforts
. Murray Middle School teachers are made to minimize the
.. m pleted the survey during a amount of routine paperwork
lecent faculty meeting.
teachers are required to do.
2.
.
, "The teachers wanted to express
•63 percent agree that teach- ieir survey responses on the school ers have
sufficient instructional
.climate and teaching conditions," time to meet
the needs of all stusaid Principal Lou Carter concern- dents.
ing MMS efforts."We are continu•68 percent agree that teachally working together to improve ers are protecte
d from duties
our school and believe the survey that interfere with their
essential
results/data will be used to strength- role of educating student
s.
en the learning conditions at
The final report from NTC
MMS."
will be available in the fall. For
Kentucky
Education more information about the surCommissioner Terry Holliday said vey, go online to www.tel
lkenAte was proud of the statewide tucky.org/reports/.

MCCH Board...
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IN Trivia Night...
From Front
Main Street manager. "My
board and I work to preserve
Murray's history while building
its future."
Murray Electric System and
Parker Ford Lincoln, Inc., long
' time supporters of Murray Main
Street, will be the sponsors of
this year's trivia night.
Tickets for the Murray Main
Street Trivia Night may be purchased at 201 South 4th Street

or call 270.759.9474 for more
information.
Tickets are available at the
Murray Main Street Office at
201 S. 4th Street. Each table of
six team members costs $120.
An added feature for this year is
the option to purchase five mulligans, or free answers, for $15.
For those who prefer to watch,
rather than compete, there will
be a "Peanut Gallery" to sit in
for $5.
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From Front

having a good year." He cited
several year-to-date figures: an
compromise of three-and-half
11.6 percent increase in total
or four years. In a roll call vote,
revenue, 10.3 percent increase
Larry Elkins, Steve Owens, Rob
in operating expenses and 120
Williams, Yancey Watkins, Hal
percent increase in income from
Kemp, Joe Ward and Sandra
operations.
Parks voted to table the matter
"We're still below budget. but
for one month while Parks,
are better off than last year,"
Elkins and Bill Wells worked on
Darnell said.
details. Wells, Kenny Darnell
The hospital will receive
and Burton Young voted against
the tabling of the matter. Board $654,000 to help bolster informember David Garrison was mation technology systems as
part of a hospital stimulus plan,
not present at the meeting.
The search for the next CFO it was announced at the board
of MCCH is down to three final- Meeting. Regina Davison, direcists, and an offer is expected to tor of information systems, was
be made by May 10. During a recognized by Penner for initiapersonnel committee meeting tive in updating the hospital's
Tuesday, John Wilson, vice Meditech program which made
president of human resources, them eligible for the reward.
told committee members he was Davison said the money will go
excited about the candidates and toward upgrading the hospital's
is hoping to find the one who electronic records system.
Recent storms caused only
will fit with MCCH's organization, values and vision. MCCH $7,300 worth of damage to hosCEO Jerry Penner told the com- pital facilities, Penner reported.
mittee he felt the finalists were However, it did increase the
of high quality and qualifica- urgency of a planned $46,000
water routing project at the
tion.
After posting a total net Spring Creek Health Care facilincome loss of $666,000 in ity.
February, the hospital's finances
In other business, the board:
turned around in March and
• viewed two new television
posted a positive net income of commercials, numerous print
$615,000. Gail Arnold, con- advertisements and an inaugural
troller, reported the numbers to Healthy You magazine as part of
the board and said an increase in a new branding campaign by the
inpatient service revenue helped hospital's
Planning
and
boost the numbers. The hospital Marketing department,
is still $416,009 short year-to• heard a report that $34,000
date in the budget.
was raised for the MCCH
Darnell. finance committee Endowment for' Healthcare
chair, told the committee from the recent Murray Half
Tuesday the hospital "really, is Marathon.

Staff Report
The Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet reminds residents that
they need to make arrangements to dispose of any tree
limbs and other debris resulting
from last week's storms.
"For some reason, residents of
Murray are bringing tree limbs
and other debris to the edge of
the road apparently expecting
either the state or city to pick it
up."
said
Keith
Todd,
spokesman for KTC Districts I
and 2."This material will not be
picked up by state highway
crews or the city or county.
Individual property owners are
responsible for removing and
properly disposing of the
debris. There will be no pick
up."
The
City
of
Murray
announced Wednesday tgat it
would resume spring brush
pick-up on Monday, May 9.
Pick-up will begin in the north
section of Main Street and east
of 12th Street, working counterclockwise across the city until
completed.
In resuming spring brush
pick-up. the city will expand the
pick-up to include vegetative
debris from the April 26 wind
storm, said City Clerk Harla
McClure. She said a complete
canvas of the city will be conducted.
"As we will be chipping the
debris, all normal Spring Brush

III Library Board...

News in Brief

From Front
Veterans' Day, the day after
Thanksgiving on Nov. 25 and
Nov. 26-27 for another carpet
cleaning. •
Miller requested that the
library be closed only on New
Year's Day, Martin Luther
King's birthday, Easter Sunday,
Memorial Day, Independence
Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving
Day, Christmas Eve and
Christmas Day. Board members
asked Library Director Ben
Graves if the carpet could be
cleaned in a way that didn't
require as much time for drying,
and Graves said a dry cleaning
method that had been tried in
the past had smelled.
Mieure said the number of
closures had been an issue that
had come up before. She said
the library had already booked
the May carpet cleaning, but
thought the board should reevaluate the November holidays.
In other business:
• Discussing the recent agreement to give the library annex to
Murray Main Street for future
preservation, Mieure said some
details needed to be sorted out
before the ownership transfer.
She said there would need to be
clarification on issues regarding
parking and landscaping.,
• Graves said he had gotten
quotes for the cost of inspecting
the library's recently acquired
property at 705 Olive St. for
possible asbestos. He said one
bid was for $1,200 and the other
was "not to exceed" $900. He
said he needed to double-check
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on what the $900 would cover,
but that he would accept the
lower quote if the company met
specifications. To confirm
whether or not there was a problem, he said a sample would
have to be taken and sent to a
lab. He said the substance could
be found in materials like
linoleum, shingles and drywall,
among others. He added that if
asbestos were discovered,
another company would need to
be hired to remove it.
• Ann Landini also spoke the
during public comments portion. She said she was "puzzled"
that some public comments at
previous meetings had not been
recorded in the board-approved
minutes. She specifically said
that a comment made at the
March meeting was not listed in
the minutes that were approved
in April, and suggested adopting
a public comments policy similar to that of the Murray State
University Board of Regents.
Mieure said the omission was an
oversight and unintentional.
• At the end of the meeting, it
was announced that a specialcalled meeting would be held at
5 p.m. Wednesday, May 11, to
present the library's long-term
strategic plan.

UAB provost hired to lead University of Kentucky

LEXINGTON, Ky.1AP) — University of Kentucky trustees on
Tuesday hired longtime college administrator Eli Capileato as the
school's next president, entrusting the Alabama native with leading the quest to make Kentucky's flagship university a top-tiered
national academic powerhouse.
The unanimous selection of Capilouto, the grandson of immigrants who has a Harvard pedigree, came two days after his introduction as the preferred candidate and a week.since he got his first
look at the sprawling Lexington campus during an impromptu
visit.
After the vote, Capilouto drew a standing ovation from trustees
as he accepted their offer to become the university's 12th president.
"I commit myself to use every ounce of my energy and hopefully goodness to advance this wonderful university," he said,
flanked by his wife and their 23-year-old daughter.
Capiloutp, 61, has been provost at the University of Alabama at
Birmingham since 2005 and was acting provost before that. He
rose through the ranks as a professor and dean of UAB's School
of Public Health before serving -as the school's chief academic
officer.

UK trustees OK raising tuition 6 percent

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)-- University of Kentucky trustees
have approved a 6 percent tuition increase for students in the next
academic year.
The tuition boost amounts to an extra $259 per semester for
freshmen and sophomores from Kentucky. In-state juniors and
seniors will pay $266.50 more per semester.
Out-of-state students face increases of $531 per semester if they
are freshmen or sophomores and $538 more if they are upperclassmen.
The tuition hike will go before the state Council on
Postsecondary Education in June. The increase was approved on a
12-6 vote Tuesday. Trustee Penelope Brown said UK isapproaching the "tipping point" where students won't be able to afford college.
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Pick-up rules apply," McClure
said in an e-mail. "Debris may
only be vegetative in nature; no
larger than 6 inches in diameter;
nor longer than 6 feet in length.
Debris should be placed and
stacked neatly along the city's
right-of-way to speed pick-up
and for the safety of our workers.
Residents are asked to not
place debris in drainage areas or
along city sidewalks because it
might cause flooding. Debris
exceeding the requirements will
not be picked up and will
remain the responsibility of the
property owner for disposal.
Examples of debris that will not
be picked up include roots,
stumps, debris greater than 6
inches in diameter or excessive
in length, construction debris,
and trash.. Debris that does not
meet the requirements for pickup may be taken by owner to
the city transfer station for disposal at the owner's expense.
A map will be available on the
city's website at www.murrayky.gov, can be viewed to
track the progress around the
city. This map will be updated
daily to reflect the area where
we are currently working and
the areas where pick-up has
been completed. Information
regarding pick-up will also be
announced daily on WNBS
1340 during the Morning Show,
McClure said.

Kentucky
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Residents are reminded
about debris removal

305 S. 12th

Murray • 753-7441 • www.dkkelley.co
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Obituaries
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Don Boggess, 73, of Murray, died Wednesday, May
4, 2011, at
Spring Creek Health Care in Murray.
A member of Ledbetter Missionary Baptist Church,
he worked in
auto body repair in the Murray area.
In addition to his parents, Edgar and Attie B.
Herndon Boggess, he was preceded in death by a
brother, Jerry Max Boggess; and three sisters,
Faye Boggess, Ruth Moffitt and Shirley Boggess.
He is survived by his wife, Bever!" Parker
Boggess; three sons, Jesse Boggess and wife,
Danielle of Murray, Michael Hill of Panama City,
Fla., and Mark Hill and wife, Helen of
Brunswick, Ga.; three brothers, Joe Boggess and
wife, Faye of Murray, Glenn Boggess of Parker,
Colo., and Bonnell Taylor of Symsonia; and six
Boggess
grandchildren and one great-grandchild.
Funeral services will be held Saturday, May 7, 2011, at
11 a.m.
at Imes-Miller Funeral Home with the Rev. David Cunning
ham
officiating. -Interment will follow at Lone Oak Cemeter
y in
Calloway County.
Visitation will be Friday, May 6, from 5-8 p.m. at Imes-Mil
ler
Funeral Home.
Online condolences may be made at www.imesmiller.c
om.
Arrangements are handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.

Monne Jean Rose
Funeral services for Norma Jean Rose, 81, of Benton, will
be
held today, Thursday, May 5, 2011, at 2 p.m. at FilbeckCann &
King Funeral Home and Crematory with Steve Phillips officiati
ng.
Burial will follow in the York Cemetery.
Rose died Monday, May 2,2011, at 6:35 p.m. at Western Baptist
Hospital.
She was a homemaker and member of Pleasant
Valley Missionary Baptist Church.
In addition to her parents, Robert D. Jones and
Veda Rose Jones, she was preceded in death by
her husband, Calvin C. Rose; one daughter,
Darlene Rose; one son, Ronald Rose; and four
brothers, Gilbert Lee Jones, Thomas Clayborn
Jones, Bill Jones and Robert Larkin Jones.
She is survived by three daughters, Pat
Chambers, Dana Lovett and Marion Rose, all of
Benton; two sons, Jerry Rose of Tiline, and Mitch
Rose of Benton; one brother, Charles Jones; three sisters, Mary
Ruth Coursey and Sue Harris, both of Murray, and Anna Walters
of Paducah; seven grandchildren, Rhonda Burkeen, Christop
her
Rose, Mitzi Salazar, Brandy Wininger, Christie Starks, Timothy
Chambers and Jeremiah Chambers; and 10 great-grandchildren.
Online condolences may be made at www.filbeckcannking.com.
Arrangements are handled by Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home
and Crematory.
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Obama declares emergency
status in 3 states over flooding
WASHINGTON (AP)- The president has declared an emergency for parts of Tennessee, Mississippi and Kentucky because of
flooding.
The White House says the crrder signed on Wednesday means the
Federal Emergency Management Agency and other departments
can help coordinate all disaster relief efforts in Tennessee and
Mississippi. Kentucky Gov. Steve Beshear says the White House
has notified him that parts of his state also have been approved for
disaster status.
Over the past two weeks, heavy rains and tornadoes have hit
many areas, causing rising waters especially along the Mississippi
River, infrastructure damage and dangerous roads.
In Tennessee, the declaration covers Dyer, Lake, Shelby, and
Stewart counties.
In Mississippi, the counties of Adams, Bolivar, Claiborne,
Coahoma, DeSoto, Issaquena, Jefferson, Tunica, Warren,
Washington, and Wilkinson are covered. Beshear's news release
did not say which Kentucky counties are eligible.

Obama to visit Fort Campbell Friday
WASHINGTON (AP)- The president has declared an emergency for parts of Tennessee, Mississippi and Kentucky because of
flooding.
The White House says the order signed on Wednesday mans the
Federal Emergency Management Agency and other departments
can help coordinate all disaster relief efforts in Tennessee and
Mississippi. Kentucky Goy. Steve Besliear says the White House
has notified him that parts of his state also have been approved for
disaster status.,
Over the past two weeks: heavy rains and tornadoes have hit
many areas, causing rising waters especially along the Mississippi
River, infrastructure damage-and dangerous roads,.
In Tennessee, the declaration covers Dyer, Lake, Shelby; and
Stewart counties.
In Mississippi, the -counties' of Adams, Bolivar, Claiborne,
Coahoma, DeSoto, lssaquena, Jefferson, Tunica, Warren,
Washington, and Wilkinson are covered. Beshear's news release
did not say which Kentucky counties are eligible.

Staunch conservatives in
Ky. GOP race feir auditor
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Republican voters will 'choose
between two conservatives with decades of private business experience to be the GOP nominee in the race for state auditor.
State Rep. Addia Wuchner and Lexington businessman John T.
Kemper III have been campaigning across the state ahead of the
May 17 primary.
Wuchner, a registered nurse and health care administrator who
has been in the legislature since 2005, said her blend of government and business know-how makes her the right choice for the
job. Kemper said his two decades in _private industry have honed
• his skills as a number cruncher, and-that would serve him well as
auditor.
Both- are considered staunchly conservative on fiscal and social
issues.
The winner of the Wuchner-Kemper matchup will face Democrat
Adam Edelen, former chief of staff to Gov. Steve Beshear. Edelen
is unopposed in the Democratic primary.
Wuchner touts her record as a lawmaker with "an independent
voice," saying she would continue to build on that if she's elected
auditor.

AP Photo
DERBY WEEKEND AHEAD: A horse makes its way
to the track for a morning workout at Churchill Downs
Wednesday, May
4, in Louisville.

Rain, chill add to misery of tornado victims

By JOHN CHRISTOFFERSEN
and JAY REEVES
Associated Press
BIRMINGHAM. Ala.(AP)Rain added to the misery of
those in several Southern states
trying to salvage what they
could from homes badly damaged by deadly twisters, leaving
theist shivering in unseasonable
temperatures in the low 50s.
Becky'Curtis sat in the bathroom, one of the only dry spots
in her small red-brick apartment
in gray, chilly, Tuscaloosa on
Tuesday, sorting through old
cassette tapes. In another room,
rain dripped through holes in the
ceiling onto her hardwood
floors.
"We're trying to get all this
stuff out of here as fast as we
can to save some mementoes.

'he said. The rain "definitely
does not help."
Though the sun was supposed
to be out again Wednesday in
Birmingham, temperatures the
next couple days are forecast to
be cooler there and in other
areas of the South where many
lost everything, including coats.
sweat shins and sweaters, leaving them, with little to protect
themselves front the chill.
The rain also didn't make the
grim search for possibly more
bodies under splintered homes
and businesses any easier. The
death toll in Alabama was
reduced after officials started
counting Again because they
were worried some of the victims might have been tallied
twice.

Officials believe 236 people
died in Alabama, accounting for
about two-thirds of the 328 people killed in all, making it the
nation's deadliest twister outbreak
since
the
Great
Depression.
The financial and economic
toll is far from being calculated.
Besides homes, hundreds of
factories and other businesses
were destroyed, and many others were left without electricity,
throwing thousands out of work.
It comes in an area where many
people were struggling to make
ends meet even before the
twisters flattened neighborhoods
in Alabama, Tennessee, Georgia
and Mississippi. Unemployment
in March ranged from 9.2 percent in Alabama to 10.2 percent

in Mississippi.
The tornado that obliterated
contractor Robert Rapley's
house also swept away his
liyelihood, destroying his saws
and his paint sprayer. He now
faces the prospect of trying to
recover with no way to earn a
living.
"We lost everything," Rapley
said as he climbed on the wreckage.:41 can't even go to work."
Curtis Frederick, 28, couldn't
find any work to provide for his
three children aside from delivering newspapers. Then a
twister wiped out his mobile
home park in Tuscaloosa.
"There's a lot of people that
need help," he said. "We're
struggling already froth the
economy being so bad."

Report: Farmer failed to pay taxes on vehicle
LEXINGTON, K. tAPI - spokesman. Bill Clary, told the
Kentucky
Agriculture Lexington Herald-Leader.
Commissioner Richie Farmer
Clary said he did not know if
didn't report or pay taxes for six Farmer will have to amend his
years on his personal use of a tax returns for previous years.
state vehicle, even after multiple
"What it does with his taxes is
warnings from state auditors.
a tax attorney thing,- Clary said
Farmer, who is running for the Tuesday.
GOP nomination for lieutenant
An attorney for the state audigovernor, plans to get amended tor's office. Roger McBeath,
wage and',tax statements" and wrote a letter Monday to the
ha.ve an undetemlined sum of U.S. Internal Revenue Service
money _deducted from his pay- and
Kentucky
Revenue
checks in coming months- to Department. advising them of
Compensate retro' actiyely for'his Farmer's failure to report the
past failure to pay. his personal use of a state-owned

Chevy Suburban as part of his
benefits package. Farmer, who
receives a $110,346 salary, is
allowed to drive the vehicle outside business hours.
State vehicle policy requires
personal mileage to be reported
to the Personnel Cabinet, which
prepares state employees' wage
and tax statements so the value
of the use of the vehicle may be
reported as wages.
Farmer. agriculture Commissioner since 2003. is the running
mate of state Senate President
David Williams for the May 17

primary.
The report on taxes is the latest issue for Farmer, who has
been criticized for spending fout
nights at a $359-a-night suite in
Lexington at state expense while
promoting an agriculture program at the Sweet Sixteen boys'
basketball tournament and
declining to take part in the
state's furlough program foi
employees. Farmer said earliei
this month he would take part in
future furlough programs it
elected.
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Remembering my
mother's hands
I remember my mother,
Canunie Mann Bolin, everyday, but especially as Mother's Day approaches my memories intensify.
My mother, born in 1921
at the beginning of the "Roaring Twenties," grew to adulthood in the years of the Great
Depression, raised with my
father two boys during the
Cold War, lost and mourned a
husband who died on the fiftieth anniversary of D-Day, and
then lived out her days, first
alone in the house where she
had lived with my father, and
then at Murray's Glendale
Place, two blocks from our
home, before spending time at
a nursing home and in the
hospital before dying at the
age of 85 on August 19, 2006.
My mother worked as a
schoolteacher in Atlanta, Georgia; Martin, Tennessee; and
Fulton and Dixon, Kentucky.
She also worked as an assistant gh,Fmacist at Bolin's Drugstore, as a homemaker, and
then as a substitute teacher
after my brother and I had
grown up to honorable manhood (we hope), and married
and had families of our own.
My mother worried constantly—a trait that I inherited --but through her worries
she ministered consistently to
those around her.
Her sweet smile could make
,your day. She sent cards
penned in her elegant hand,
remembered others in her daily
prayers, which more accurately would be described as her
hourly prayers, for she followed the Biblical injunction
to pray without ceasing, and
she made sourdough bread
which she always gave away.
Back in Webster County,
Mama Bo's meals were legendary, especially Sunday dinners, which she began to prepare the previous night and early
the next morning before Sunday School and church, and then
completed after church, somehow before everyone else had
changed into more comfortable
clothes.
I remember those meals
and remember the hands that
made them. I remember my
mother's smile, but I also
remember her hands. Her
hands were beautiful to me,
not in the usual sense of long,
slender fingers, but, ironically,
in the fact that her right hand

was severely crippled.
Most folks
thought that
my mother
suffered
from debilitating arthritis, the way
the fingers
on her right
hand were Home and
Away
shaped, but
By James
she actually
suffered a Duane Bolin
gruesome Ledger & TIMAS
Columnist
injury that
went a long
way in forging her determined
character.
As a 14-year-old girl, helping her father in his meat shop
in the middle of the Depression, my mother inadvertently
caught her hand in a meat
grinder. The doctors in that
rural 1930s outpost did what
they could do, and she went
through several operations, but
in the meantime, not to get
behind in her school work, she
immediately learned to write
with her left hand.
And then, after her right hand
had healed as much as it would
heal, she re-learned to write
with her now crippled right
hand. She graduated from Martin High School as the valedictorian of her class.
The re-learning process
took such patience and fortitude that is hard to imagine,
but the result was that one of
my mother's distinguishing
characteristics was her beautiful, flowing penmanship,a characteristic always commented
on by those who received her
thoughtful letters, notes, and
cards.
And those notes received
by my brother's family and by
mine on every imaginable occasion—birthdays, anniversaries,
and other special occasions—
in her rounded Cursive handwriting, with the letters made
just so, continue to bless us
as we find them in desk drawers and in file cabinets today.
I remember my mother's
smile, but I also remember my
'mother's beautiful hands, hands
that nurtured me and loved me
right up to the night that she
died as I stood by her side
holding her hand—her right
hand—in mine.
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Touched by an angel
Death and taxes.
We often hear about their
inevitability, but the truth is
there are some who manage
to avoid taxes, including Exxon
Mobil, Bank of America, and
GE.
Death, howevet, is another
story. The one universal experience no one esCapes is discussed in whispers, behind
closed doors, and couched in
enough euphemisms to make
your teeth hurt. But on Tuesday, May 3, Michele Tamaren
came to Murray's First- Christian Church to talk about the
end of life in a presentation,
entitled "The Heart of Compassion: What the Dying Teach
Us About Living. Loving and
Listening."
Michele Tamaren is a spiritual director, life coach, inspirational speaker and author
whose experience has taught
her that there is much- to learn
about living from the dying. One
of her most outstanding teachers was her stepfather, Herman Liss; a man she describes
as "the father of my heart."
"He came to me by blessing, not blood," she explained,
adding that he was 93 when
her mother, ten years his junior, died. Herman's despair was
so overwhelming, he suffered
a debilitating stroke exactly
one week after his beloved
wife's funeral. "He lost his
will to live," Michele said.

Confined to a facility that
could take care of his special
needs, Herman was visited
almest daily by his devoted
stepdaughter. Despite the best
efforts of Michele, a chaplain
and a social workers, he continued to be 'shattered by
grief. Several
unremitting
months after his stroke, however, a young man eighty years
his junior showed up,as a volunteer for a school project,
changing the course of Herman's emotional and spiritual
trajectory.
The young man, Michael
Witmer, was so inspired by his
friendship with Herman, that
he continued visiting him after
the project was finished.
Michael also made an awardwinning film, "A Mensch and
More," about Herman's life.
Herman, who was a patient in
hospice by that time, attended
the premiere. Two weeks later,
he died of pneumonia.
The relationship of Michael
and Herman was so inspiring
that Michele and Michael
teamed up to write, "Extra0rdinary: The Extraordinary Life
of an Ordinary Man." Michele's
own book. "Peace Before Passing," will be out next year,
published by Pearlsong Press
in Nashville.
Michele Tamaren says her
work is aimed at teaching some
important truths, including this
one: "Someone can return from

a person's faith. When Herthe brink of
man was in the hospital, for
despair at
instance, the chaplain visited
the end of
and asked if he would like to
life and can
pray.
touch othci
Herman said no, but when
lives."
the chaplain - who was not
Her talk
Jewish but had been trained
on Tuesday
in Hebrew - added, "Would
n ight
you like to pray with me in
explored,
Hebrew?" Herman complied.
spiritual
to Michele, that
longing and
Main Street wasAccording
Herman's first step in
developBy Constance
reconnecting to his life and his
ment at, the
Alexander
faith. Thereafter he described
life;
of
end
Ledger & Times
the chaplain as "the angel who
she shared
Columnist
floated into- my room."
her personMichele Tamaren cited this
al experience as well as the profession- as one example of how, peoal research that supports her ple of different faiths can serve
patients, one another at the end of life,
with
interactions
clients and friends about heal- and in her work she seeks to
ing and wholeness as life ebbs. emphasize that point. "This is
In a telephone interview last my path," Michele concluded.
week, Michele told me, "The "It is so important that we
story about my Dad taught me . break dawn these walls and
so very much. The people whO encourage people to come
cared for him were from a together because death comes
variety of faiths, but they all to us all."
For more information about
played a part in his spiritual
"A Mensch and More: The Story
recovery."
The nursing home staff was of Herman Liss," go to
from Mexico and India and hrip://www.northshorememAdditional
Asia, and several of them asked oirs.com/home.
to adopt Herman. "They want- information about Michele Taraed to call him Papa." Michele men's work is available at:
http://sdiworld.org/uploads/A0
said, with a chuckle.
One of the important insights oM/ACoMDoXft3ItCsLuMichele earned through Her- 6 Vg_g/SE7.Tamarenman's anguish was that spiri- Peace.Before.Passing.Handtual healing can emerge from auts.pdf
true compassion, regardless of
•
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To the Editor:
University Lakes Property
is a 162-acre private partnership farm located on Hale Road
northwest of Murray.
The watershed lake, officially identified as FRS 15 and
known locally as Cole's Campground Watershed, was conUSDA
the
by
structed
Resources Conservation Service
(NRCS) for conservation purposes. The NRCS works with
private landowners at the local

vative voting record that he
has been unopposed for the
next five terms.
Jamie farms in Monroe Co.
with his father and brother and
truly understands the complexhunt and ride ATVs without ity of issues facing the Compermission from the owners.
monwealth. We have come to
The owners were advised know Jamie through various
by the Calloway County Sher- farm organizations we support
iff's Department to put up'No and to appreciate his honesty,
Trespassing, No Fishing and hard work, and dedication to
No Hunting signs on the prop- our industry as well as to all
erty after complaints of illegal citizens of Kentucky.
dumping, trespassing and unauJamie has committed to work
thorized hunting and fishing hard to create & expand maron the farm.
kets for Kentucky's agriculturIn addition, people riding al products, enhance rural ecofour wheelers were damaging nomic development, add value
the levee surrounding the lake to Kentucky's existing farm
and NRCS representative dis- products, & develop support
cussed draining the lake if the programs to help young farmowners could not prevent these ers succeed. He is a strong
activities.
supporter for 4-H and FFA and
It was also suggested that is committed to preserving &
the owners remove a private protecting agriculture's 50%
bridge on the access road to share of the Tobacco Master
the lake. The lake is on pri- Settlement Agreement.
vate property and the owners
On non-farm issues. Jamie
pay taxes on that land. The has a 100% pro-life voting
lake is not public property.
record and has always been
J.W. Cathey
endorsed by the Ky. Right to
Murray, KY.
Life. He co-sponsored legis-,
lation which would require
To the Editor:
transparency in state governWe are writing in support ment spending and result in
of our friend, James R. Comer, accountability to taxpayers.
who is running for CommisWe ask you to join us in
sioner of Agriculture.
supporting James R. Corner for
Jamie is a full-time farmer Commissioner of Agriculture.
and a life-long resident of Ken%,_ He
and will continue to be
,
tucky. He was elected to the'
a strong ally for all KentuckKentucky House of Represen- ians. Thank you.
tatives in 2000 and has had
Tripp and Sharon Furches
such a consistent and conserMurray, KY.

OUR READERS
WRITE
level to promote conservation
and healthy ecosystems.
The Calloway County Conservation Board supervises
maintenance of the dam and
monitors the water level of the
lake.
Many people think this is
a public recreation area and fish,

Editor's note: All letters to the editor ofa political
nature concerning this month's May Primary must be
turned in by 5 p.m., Thursday, May 12 to be run prior
to the election.

4g!D LETTERS POLICY
V Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
editor@murrayledger.com.
V Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes. Emailed letters must have address and phone number.
V No letters will be printed anonymously.
V Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or legible.
✓ The Murray Ledger & limes reserves the right to edit
or reject any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling,
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page.
✓ Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals 'by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
✓ Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer and not necessarily of the Ledger & Times
staff.

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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Northside Baptist to collect
items for relief trip

Berg named recipient
of JPD scholarship

nyczgemen/

Northside Baptist Church in Almo will be
collecting items on Sunday, May 8,for a relief
trip to Alabama. Suggested items include
Band-Aids, hand sanitizer, dental floss, contact saline, diapers, wipes, socks, Desitin,
underwear, T-shirts, flashlights with batteries, hand can-openers, toothpaste and toothbrushes, baby food,formula,sun block, chap
stick, beef jerky, juice, Gatorade, zip-lock
,bags, garbage bags, body wash/soap, shamDatebook poo, contact cases, paper plates, cups, napSanci Teague, kins, plastic ware, sippy cups, feminine
Community
hygiene products, safety glasses and gloves.
editor
Items need to be delivered to the church by
Sunday night.

Life House seeks items
Life House Care Center is seeking children's clothes, birth to 31,
new or used. To have clothes picked up on Saturday, May 7, call
DeeDee Cohoon at 227-7413 to arrange an appointment.

Arts, humanities night to- be tonight

I

Murray Middle School will host Arts and Humanities Night
tonight, Thursday, beginning at 6 p.m. at the school. Featured will
be the MMS Choir, Step Team, Jazz Band and more. Student art
work from all grades will be on dis
-pTaY. Art awards will be presented during the reception at 7 p.m. in the cafeteria. This event is free'
and the community is invited to attend.

Wolf Gap Ramblers to perform
1

The Wolf Gap Ramblers will perform a live concert on Friday;
May 6, at 8 p.m. at The Stables in Murray State University's Curris
Center. Admission is $1.

Trivia Night to be Friday
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Knit-wits will meet Friday
The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday. May 6. at 1 p.m. in
the Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library.
Knitters of all levels are welcome. For more information, call Dot at
753-4803.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program. will
meet every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
a ride. call the church office at 753-1834.

Senior luncheon to be Saturday
The Hazel Woman's Club will host its annual Senior Citizens
Luncheon on Saturday. May 7, at the Hazel Community Center.
Lunch will be served at noon. All senior citizens in the Hazel community are invited to attend.

Grace Baptist holds special event
Grace Baptist Church will hold "A Night of Hope for Women- on
Saturday,- May 7, from 6-9 p.m. at the church. Testimonials will be
by Missy Dawson, Lori Scott and Lindsay Flood. Message will be
given by Regina Steward. A dessert reception will follow. All
women are invited to this event.

FUMC begins Community Kitchen
Beginning Sunday. May 8, First United Methodist Church, 503
Maple. will hold a Community Kitchen ministry serving no-cost
Sunday lunches from 12:30-1:30 p.m. to individuals and families in
need. Meals will be served in the church gym, and participants
should enter through the back parking lot gym door.

NFB Murray Chapter to hold event
The National Federation of the Blind(NFB)Murray Chapter will
have a fundraiser at the New City Park on Saturday, May 7, to raise
funds for the National Convention trip to Florida in July. The booth
will have mini-carnival games and a bake sale. For information on
the NFB call President Danny Perry at(270)753-0911.

New Beginnings meeting Saturday
The New Beginnings Support Group will meet Saturday, May 7.
at 6:30 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church,room 12, with Tricia Foster
as speaker. Music will be by Joy Walker. The Immanuel Hebraic
Dancers will perform. A potluck meal will be served. Childcare is
provided. The public is invited. For more information, call Ron or
Linda Wright at 753-0156.

Community revival to be held
A community-wide revival will be held tonight and tomorrow, May
5-6, at 7 p.m. in Wrather Museum on the Murray State University
campus. Pastor Benjamin Curry of Cleveland. Ohio will speak. This
event is free and open to the public
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Dale and Jane Harrell of Benton, announce the engagement of
their daughter. Amanda Lynn Harrell to Justin Clayton Smith, son of
Danny and Kathy Smith.
Miss Harrell is the granddaughter of the late Oval.and Ora Fields
of Benton, and the late Mary Don Beard of Benton.
Mr Smith is the grandson of the late Victor and Verna Adams of
Benton, and Lois Smith and the late Rudy Smith of Kirksey.
The bride-elect is a 2007 graduate of the University of Kentucky
with a Bachelor of Science degree in mechanical engineering. She
is employed by Wacker Polymers in Calvert City.
The groom-elect is a 1998 graduate of, Marshall County High
School. He is the owner of Smith Construction.
The'wedding will be Saturday. May 21, 2011, at Kentucky Lake
in Gilbertsville.

Special to the Ledger
Need Line has openings for
Commodity
Senior
the
Supplemental Food Program
and is currently taking applications.
This program provides a
monthly food box that has supplemental nutritious food donat-

Chad and Tina Mullins of
Murray, are the parents of a son.
Cohen Dane Mullins, born on
Feb. 3, 2011, at 1:04 a.m. at the
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 15 ounces and measured
20 inches. The mother is the former Tjna Johnson. Two sisters
are Kennedy and Samantha.
Grandparents are Gary and
Shelia Johnson of Murray, and
Larry and Betty Mullins.of
Galena, Ohio.
are
Great-grandparents
Clarence and Corine Johnson of
Murray.

4)/rnOftn•

Agriculture. The purpose of the
program is to provide supplemental foods and nutrition education to eligible persons. The
monthly food box contains
evaporated milk, meat, juice,

instant milk, vegetables, fruit, located at 638 South 4th Street,
peanut butter or dry beans, rice Monday through Friday from 10
or pasta or potatoes, cereal, a.m. to 4 p.m. To apply, you
cheese and nutritional informa- must bring proof of income for
all persons living in the home.
tion. •
Persons 60 and older can For more information, call 753apply at the Need Line office, 6333.

fling Hills
arser
& Gifts
VISA

HWY.641 N.• MURRAY
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rollingh.com

Remember Your Mother
Sunday, May 8th
*Hanging Baskets
* Garden Stakes
* Mandevilla
* Wind Chimes
* Gazing Balls
*Knock Out Roses

*Potted Flowers
*Endless Summer
Hydrangeas
* Garden Benches
* Monogram Flags

Friday 4-7Pm

15,4 OFF STOREWIDE
(cosh & carry only)
"ite.reacif Ceetifed
/1/14edi iyee-te n
•
• •
•

•
•

20-50% OFF SELECTED GROUPS
FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY

II

Open
Monday-Friday 9-6
Saturday 9-5
Sunday 1-5

(Excluding Accessories & Cosmetics)

305-C S. 12'h St.• Murray • 753-5678

"if
•
M

410F4pik

HAPPY HOUR

Registerfor a FREE Estee Lauder Gift

Aitg°

ed by the U.S. Department of

.7innouncemen/
Cohen Dane
Mullins

Mother's Day.
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By JESS NALL
MSU Public Relations
MURRAY,Ky. — Karen and Andy Balzer awarded the first recipient of the Jackson Purchase Dance Company Renewable Dance
Scholarship for students at Murray State University at a recent performance of"The Hobbit" at Lovett Auditorium on campus. In front
of a crowd of parents, fellow students and community members,
Paige Berg was named the first recipient.
Berg, a sophomore at Murray State from Tro Ill., is a psychology major and has been dancing with the JaEron Purchase Dance
Company since last fall. She hopes to someday have her own dance
studio that will focus on movement therapy and work with persons
of all ages who have disabilities.
Karen Balzer, owner of the Centre of Dance and MSU adjunct
professor, established the scholarship to encourage dance and promote the arts. Many of the dancers who participate in the Jackson
Purchase Dance Company are Murray State students and the company performs and rehearses on campus. Qualified candidates for
the scholarship are Murray State students with any major who are
active in dance through the department of theatre or with the Centre
of Dance and who are performing with the Jackson Purchase Dance
Company.
"Andy and I both were excited to financially assist a Murray State
student in the area of dance. More than that, we were thrilled to see
the expression on Paige's face when I announced her name," said
Balzer. "We truly wish we were able to assist every MSU student
who wants to dance. We,hope This-scholarship will encourage students to further their training, and know that their hard work and
•
dedication will pay off."
David Balthrop, chair of the department of theatre, said scholarships for students with a passion for dance are very rare and this gift
will help encourage students to become more involved with the
department of theatre at MSU and with the performing arts in general.
"The support given to our students from the Jackson Purchase
Dance Company is a very gracious gift that will benefit many of our
students in the years to come," Balthrop said. "We are very thankful for their generosity."
For more information about the scholarship, contact Tina Bemot
at (270) 809-3250. More information on the Jackson Purchase
Dance Company,including admission prices and ticket sales, can be .
found on its Facebook page.

Need Line has openings in senior food program

Place
The Perfect Giftsfor

Furches

do not
the

Harrell and Smith

Murray Main Street's Sixth Annual Trivia Night will be Friday,
May 6, in the Westside Baptist Gymnasium. Doors will open at 6
p.m. There will be seven rounds/categories consisting of 10 questions each. Only six players per team and no theme/costumes/food
contests. Prizes are given for first, second and third place trivia team
winners and door prizes will be given throughout the evening.
Those interested in playing trivia or attending and watching may
call the Murray Main Street Office at 759-9474.

e-mail: communitywrsOmittliftleMal
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Rolling !fills
Gift Card
is always the
perfect choice.'
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Murray artists win prize money
juried show. Entries were accepted in any media
Special to the Ledger
CADIZ, Ky. - Four Murray residents were hon- from artists in any state that borders Kentucky.
ored last Friday when the Janice Mason Art Many of these fine artworks are for sale, and the,
Museum in downtown Cadiz presented awards at exhibit will run through June 19.
the opening reception of its Biannual Juried Show.
The Janice Mason Art Museum is open Tuesday
Laurin
Professor
The juror for this exhibit was
through Saturday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and
Notheisen of Western Kentucky University. Sundays from 1-4 p.m. Evening hours can be
Notheisen recognized Jennifer Fairbanks of arranged for group tours at no charge. Admission
Murray with merit awards of $500 for "Woman is free; donations are greatly appreciated.
Holding Teacup" and $250 for "Hands at Rest."
Southern Kentucky Independent Theatre and
Leslie Nichols of Bowling Green received $500
Janice Mason Art Museum are subsidiaries of the
for "Identity," and artists given $250 merit awards
Cadiz Community Arts Center. The Kentucky Arts
were Neli Ouzounova of Bowling Green, Teresa
Council, the state arts agency supports the Cadiz
Gemeinhardt, Frances Wells and Robin MartinArts Center with state tax dollars and
Holmes of Murray, and Willie Rascoe of Community
federal funding from the National Endowment for
Hopkinsville.
This marks the fourth time JMAM has held the

the Arts.

Paducah Symphony presents children's
and youth chorus concert next week
Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH, Ky. - The
Paducah Symphony Children's
Chorus & Youth Chorus present
"Voices of Spring: A Children's
Chorus Concert for Families" on
Saturday, May 14, under the
direction of Director of
Choruses Dr. Brad Almquist and
Youth Chorus Director Dr. Amy
Aucoin, both faculty members
in Murray State University's
Department of Music.
The concert will be presented
at 2 p.m. May 14 at Saint
Thomas More Church, 5645
Blandville Rd. in Paducah.
Almquist was appointed the
Director of Choral Activities at
MSU in 1993. Prior to that
appointment, he taught choral
music at Eastern Michigan
University, the University of
Wisconsin, Marshfield/Wood
County, and Columbus High
School. He received a Bachelor
and Master's degree in music
education from the University of
North Dakota and was awarded
the first Doctor of Musical Arts

Almquist

Aucoin

degree in Choral Conducting by
Louisiana State University,
Baton Rouge.
Aucoin serves as Assistant
Professowf Music at MSU. She
completed her DMA in choral
conducting at Louisiana State
University having received a
MM in choral conducting at the
University of Mississippi and
bachelors degree at Nicholls
State University. From 1998 to
2003, Dr. Aucoin taught choral
music and humanities at the
high school and junior high
level in Terrebonne and
L,afourche parish public schools
in Louisiana. She has frequently

served as clinician for choral
festivals and adjudicator for
both vocal solo and choral
ensemble festivals in Louisiana,
Mississippi, Tennessee and
Kentucky. At Murray State
University, Dr. Aucoin conducts
the University Chorale, teaches
courses in choral music methods, voice methods, aural skills,
music education, and serves as a
University Coordinator for student teachers. She is else
Assistant Director for the
Paducah Symphony Children's
Chorus, Faculty Advisor to the Iota Beta Chapter of Sigma
Alpha Iota at Murray State
the
on
University, and
Convention Committee for the
Southern Division of the
American Choral Directors
Association.
For tickets or more informaPadiicah
the
tion, call
at
Symphony (270).444-0065.

Arts in the Region
• Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah presents
the comedy, "Cedar Rapids,"
starring Ed Helms, John C.
Reilly. Anne Heche and Isiah
Whitlock Jr., Thursday through
Sunday. For details and show
times, visit www.maidenalleyctnema.org.
• Draffenville's Kentucky Opry
hosts the monthly Jackson
Purchase Friends of Bluegrass
free bluegrass night Friday
night. The lam session begins in
the lobby at 6:30 p.m. and the

Photo provided
Pictured is the cast of Market House Theatre's "Eat - It's Not About Food."

show will be at 7 30 p m The
semifinals round of its annual
talent search will be at 7.30 p.m
Saturday At 10 30 a m each
Sunday. they also host
Kentucky Lake Cowboy Church
For tickets to shows. call (270)
527-3869 or 1-888-459-8704
• The Badgett Playhouse in
Grand Rivers presents "Ring of
Fire The Johnny Cash Musical
Show- on weekends through
May 15. "Pickin & Grinnin- will
perform through Aug. 11 For
tickets or more details, visit

Your Storm Repair Headquarters
Ilif Roofing Shingles
"
Siding, Windows & Repair Supplies

teEN
`MYERS

Building Materials Since 1933
MYERS LUMBER COMPANY,INC

500 S. 4th St.• Murray. KY 42071 •(270) 753-6450

www.grandriversvariety.com Or
call 1-888-362-4223
• The Lower Town Arts and
Music Festival will be held in
Paducah May 20-22
• Playhouse in the Park's Box
of Frogs group will perform several one-act plays at the
Playhouse on Thursday, may
26

MHT presents play
about eating disorders
Special to the Ledger
Market House Theatre will present -Eat - It's
Not About Food" on May 13-15 in the intimate
Studio Theatre."Eat- is about how quickly young
girls begin to judge - and be judged - on how
their bodies look. It illustrates how adults can
influence how their children feel about themselves and how it's not just girls who suffer from
eating disorders ... it's a guy thing too. Sports, fad
diets, impossible media standards, stigmas - all
these and more are examined in this powerful
play about the dangerous world of eating disorders in girls and boys.

Using interwoven vignettes ranging twin realistic to satirical to humorous, "Eat" candidly
explores causes and warning signs and tells individual stories of young people struggling with this
epidemic problem. Following the performance,
the audience will have the opportunity to discuss
some of the issues raised during the performance
with the cast and a facilitator.
Performances of "Eat" are May 13 and 14 at
7:30 p.m. and May 15 at 2:30 p.m. Tickets can be
reserved by phoning MHT's box office at (270)
444-6828. Tuesday through Friday between noon
and 5 p.m.

Carson fundraiser features dinner, auction
information is available at on Friday. May 13, will include
Special to the Ledger
The Carson Center Vintner's w ww.thecarsoncenter.otffundrai silent and live auctions, wine
tastings, bubble tea and other
Dinner and Wine Tasting & -sing-events.
Thomas S. Johnson, ambassa- nonalcoholic beverages, and
Auction on May 12-13 will feature Silver Oak wines, delicious dor for Silver Oak and Twomey delicious food ranging from
food, and an auction including Cellars, will be a special guest steak to chocolate-dipped strawexperiences such as a Memorial both evenings. His 40 years in berries. Auction items include a
Day Weekend in Atlanta with the wine industry include work- fall fling in Chicago's Theatre
premium seats at the Braves- ing with the founders of the leg- District, a river journey along
Cincinnati Reds game and lodg- endary Silver Oak winery in the Les.:s and Clark route
Napa Valley, Calif. Johnson will
ing at Hyatt Regency.
aboard a working towboat, tickProceeds will benefit perform- make informative comments on ets to
Buble's
Michael
ing arts and education at the Silvet Oak and Twomey wines Louisville concert, rare Chilean
Carson Center, the nonprofit paired with the Vintner's Dinner
'wines, other collectible wines,
performing arts center serving courses on Thursday, May 12.
art, items ranging from a designthe Four Rivers region. Executive chefs Karla Lawrence
purse to an outdoor grill,
er
Reservations are required and and David 'Jones of Artisan
autographed by famous
posters
will
menu
the
created
Kitchen
can be made for one or both
performing artists, and 100-plus
events by calling (270) 443(- cater the six-course dinner.
The Wine Tasting & Auction other items of all price ranges.
9932. ext. .240 or 241. More

• Janice Mason Art Museum's
Biannual Juned Show will run
through June 29 at the muse-um, located in downtown Cadiz.
The exhibit features work from
residents Jennifer
Murray
Fairbanks and Robin MartinHolmes. The museum is open
Tuesdays through Saturdays
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and
Sundays from 1-4 p.m.
To add an event to the arts
calendar, contact Hawkins
753-1916 or
at
Teague
hteague@ murrayledger corn
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MOTHER'S DAY HEADQUARTERS 20119
Mom Deserves the Best!
Shop at Beans to Blossoms and you willfind the
BEST SELECTION - BEST PRICE - BEST QUALITY
Beautiful Baskets • Mixed Pots • Herb Bowls

FREE Big Smile Sunflower

Photo provided
AND THEN THERE WERE NONE: Purchase Players actors strike a pose during rehearsals
for Agatha Christie's "And Then There Were None.- The classic murder mystery opens at the
Community Performing Arts Center in Mayfield at 7 p.m. Friday. May 13. The show will run
May 13- 15 and May 20 - 22. Tickets will be on sale in the box office beginning Monday, May
9. For more information, tall (270) 251-9035 or visit the website at
www.purchaseplayers.com. Pictured seated, from left, Sue Jackson, Shane Melvin. Standing,
from left, are Murray resident Joshua Byrne, Tim Lewis, Justin Spraggs, Royce Buck, Jim
Roush and Megan Rogers Cast members not pictured are Cathy Steddum Richard, Michael
Christopher and Raymond Burnett.

Chico de Mayo
Mexican food you'll keep
coming back for!
CINCO DE MAYO SPECIALS:
All Beers
sioo Off

-All Margaritas

to the first 20 Mothers on Saturday & Sunday!
Open Monday-Saturday 9-5, Sunday 1-5

www.beanstoblossoms.com
info@beanstoblossoms.com

"I'.1

Authentic Mexican Food • Daily Lunch Specials

I
OLYMPIC PLAZA • MURRAY • 767-0315
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STOREWIDE SAVINGS ON CATNAPPER, LANE, BROYHILL,
ASHLEY, MARCH,KLAUSSNER, JACKSON,AMERICAN,
SERTA AND MANY MANY MORE.
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Ex-Blagojevich
aide testifies
about talks

AP Photo

LEVEE: In this photograph taken from aboard a U.S. Army Black Hawk helicopter, the remains of the levee along the
Mississippi River are shown with floodwaters on either side Tuesday, May 3 near New Madrid, Mo. This levee was the second one the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers breached with explosives after breaching the first Monday night at Birds Point.

GM: 250 jobs to be added at Corvette plant
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(AP) — General Motors is putting more muscle into making
Corvettes.
said
automaker
The
Wednesday it will invest $131
million — and add about '250
jobs — at the south-central
Kentucky assembly plant that
produces the classic muscle car.
The investment allows GM to
produce the next-generation
Corvette at the Bowling Green
plant. Work to retrofit the site
will begin even as the plant continues to assemble the Corvette
for the next two model years,
including the 2012 version.
Nearly 400 production workers now .assemble Corvettes at
the factory, the only GM site
that builds the car and home to
its production since 1981. About
1,000 people were employed at
the plant at its peak in the 1980s,
said Chevrolet spokesman

GM's Corvette announcement
David Caldwell.
"We need to rebuild the great
He said some of the 250 added American middle class," Ashton comes several months after Ford
jobs might be filled by a pool of said in a statement. "There is no Motor Co. said it would shut
laid-off workers.
better way to achieve this wor- down a Louisville assembly
Caldwell said the plant will thy goal than providing meanplant for a $600 million renovanot expand, but "what'happens ingful jobs like the ones being
tion
that will allow it to build the
inside of its walls changes quite created in Bowling Green."
Escape,
a small SUV that's sellMark Reuss, GM's Mt-al
a bit."
ing
well.
The state has already America president, said the
When it reopens, the Ford
approved‘' $7.5 million in tax investment in Kentucky is part
of $3.4 billion made by GM in plant plans to hire 1,800 more
incentives for the project.
Plant workers cheered and the US since mid-2009 to keep employees — or nearly 5 perthere was loud applause as the or create about 9,500 American cent of Ford's current U.S. work
announcement was made at the jobs.
force — to build a new version
The Corvette plant produced
plant, which has endured shutdowns, a slowdown in produc- about 15,000 of the cars last of the Ford Escape small SUV.
Toyota's manufacturing facilition and layoffs since 2008.
year. Corvettes start at $50,000,
ty
in Georgetown, Ky., produces
"Rumors of our car being Caldwell said.
moved to another plant, rumors
After falling 9 percent last the popular Carnry, along with
of more layoffs, and ... plant year, sales of the car have the Avalon and Venza vehicles.
closures have shown us how rebounded in 2011. GM sold It has been forced to impose
vulnerable we are. ... Today we nearly 4,300 from January temporary shutdowns at all of its
lay those rumors to rest," Shane through April, an increase of 22
13 North American plants after a
Colvard, chairman of United percent.
March
11 earthquake and tsunaGM emerged from a 2009
Auto Workers.Local 2164 told
mi
.damaged
factorieS in norththe crowd.
bankruptcy after a government
eastern
Japan,
causing shortages
UAW vice president Joe bailout. In April, its overall U.S.
sales rose 26 percent.
of auto parts.
Ashton praised the investment.

WW

the governor could leverage the
By KAREN HAWKINS
Senate appointment into camand MICHAEL TARM
Associated Press
paign cash or a top job.
CHICAGO (AP) — A cashThe ,Blagojevich family was
strapped Rod Blagojevich in dire financial straits because
wanted to get out of Illinois and clients were "shying away"
talked about how to parlay his from doing real estate business
power to fill President Barack with the governor's wife, Patti,
Obama's vacated U.S. Senate because of the corruption invesseat into a high-paying job for tigation into his administration,
himself
elsewhere,
the Harris said.
impeached governor's former
"The family's income had sufchief of staff testified fered quite a bit because of the
'adverse publicity," he said.
Wednesday.
considered
Blagojevich
With John Harris on the stand,
prosecutors played FBI record- appointing his wife to the state's
ings of Blagojevich discussing pollution control board, a post
what positions he was willing to that paid $100,000 a year, and
accept in exchange for appoint-- - had Harris set up meetings for
ing Obama's choice for-the seat Patti with two companies that
— including head of the U.S. did business with the state,
Department of Health and Harris testified Wednesday.
Human :Services or ambassador _ When Patti__ filagojexick .was
to the-United Nations.
upset about the outcome of
"U.N. ambassador, impossi- those meetings, Harris said the
ble, huh?" he asks Harris, who governor ordered him to cut off
responds dryly, "Yeah. I'd put their state contracts — a directhat in the, ah,extremely remote tive he said he ignored.
The tapes also offer a glimpse
column."
Harris testified that in the into the sometimes-tense reladays around Obama's election tionship between Blagojevich
as president, he, Blagojevich and the former first lady.
and other aides discussed wan

White House won't release
bin Laden death photo

woos
Murra
Stadiu
weeke

By KIMBERLY DOZIER
and ERICA WERNER
Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Barack Obama says
releasing photos of Osama bin Laden's body could pose a
national security risk to the United States.
White House spokesman lay Carney says Obama has seen
the photographs U.S. forces took of bin Laden after they shot
and killed the al-Qaida leader. Administration officials discussed whether to release the images, but the president ultimately decided he did not want to make available graphic
photos that could become a propaganda tool.
Carney says the president believes the DNA jid facial
analysis proves the man U.S. forces shot was bintaden, al
the photos are not needed as further proof. Obanta made hH
comments in a CBS News interview.
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KOPPERUD REALTY Pen
rt LEL - $549,000
Waterfront with Dock

1609 Greenbriar Rd. - $539,000
Acreage, Barn & Swimming Pool

102 Saratoga Drive North
$437,500

1020 Rowland Rd. - $349,900
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Acreage

1510 Beckett Dr. - $198,500

231 Jordyn Bailey Dr. - $170,900
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Murray State senior high jumper Josha Rogers (foreground) watches as teammate Lexie Barr practices her pole vault at Roy Stewart
Stadium Tuesday afternoon. Rogers, Barr and the rest of the Racers will compete in the OVC Outdoor Track and Field Championship this
weekend at Stewart Stadium's Marshall Gage Track.
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THREE TITLE HOPEFULS ANCHOR RACERS ON HOME TURF THIS WEEKEND
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
Josha Rogers picked up high jump
as a sixth-grader and eventually won
,the Illinois state championship with a
leap of 5 feet, 8 inches.
Kayla Crusham
had never run steeplechase prior to her
collegiate career at
Murray State.
For Lexie Barr,
pole vaulting was
'plan .B' after her
mind
and
body
became burnt out
after 10 years of
gymnastics.
The three athletes.
who
represent
Murray State's best
chances at individual
championships allhis
Ohio
weekend's
Val ley Conference
Crusham
Outdoor Track and
Field Championship,
approach their events
from very different
backgrounds.
But a common
goal unites them all
— to bring home a
conference title in
front of their home
fans at Roy Stewart Stadium's
Marshall Gage Track.
"I think if everyone just leaves their
heart out there on the track this weekend, puts their all into it, we could
have more people place top three than
we might think," says Barr. a junior
from Owensboro.
For the Racers, who do not regularly host a regular-season meet, the
OVC Championships will be the first
collegiate, event held at Stewart
Stadium since a small gathering of
squads in 2009. It's undoubtedly the
biggest meet on campus since Murray

This Weekend
OVC Outdoor Track & Field
Championship
When: Friday Moon to 7 pm )arid Saturday
(8 a m to 230 pm
Where: Marshall Gage Track at Roy Stewart
Stadium
Friday schedule: Men's discus (noon),
WOMEN'S HIGH JUMP(1 P.M.), men's long
lump (1 p m men's 3000 steeplechase (2 15
p m ), women s discus(230 p m ) WOMEN'S
3000 STEEPLECHASE (2:35 P.M.), men s
high Jump(330 p m ), women's long Jump
(330 p m ), men's shot put (4 p m ), women s
shot put (6 pm ). men's 10,000 meters (6.20
pm I. women's 10.000 meters (7 p m.)
Saturday schedule: Men's hammer (8 a m.),
men's triple lump (9 a m ), WOMEN'S POLE
VAULT (9 A.M.). women's hammer (10 a m ),
men's 4x100 relay (10 a m.), women's 4000
relay (10 10 a m I. men's 1500 meters(1020
a m ). women's 1500 meters (10.35 a m )
men's 110 hurdles (10.55 a.m.). women's 100
hurdles (11.10 am women's tnple lump
(112O a m ), men's pole vault (11.20 a m ).
men's 400 meters 111 25 a m ), men's javelin
(11 30 a m (, women's 400 meters (11 35
am), men's 100 meters (11 45 a m women's
100 meters (11 55 am ), men's 800 meters
(12.05 pm ), women s 800 meters (12.15
pm 1 men's 400 hurdles (12 30 P
women's 400 hurdles (1240 p m.), men's 200
meters (12 50 p m ), women's 200 meters (1
p m ). women's javelin (1 p m ). men's 5000
meters (1.10 p.m I. women's 5000 meters
41 35 p m ), men's 4x400 relay (2 p m
women's 4x400 relay (2.10 pm

Marlins hold
off Cardinal
rally in ninth
FLORIDA'S SANCHEZ
BREAKS TIE IN TOP OF
NINTH INNING

Only final events listed. Preliminary running
events will be held Friday afternoon between
255 pm and 6 p
EVENTS IN ALL CAPS AND BOLD
FEATURE MURRAY STATE TITLE
CONTENDERS

State last held the OVC event 10 years
ago.
The conference's premier event
rotates from year-to-year between
each of its member schools.
First-year head coach Jenny
Severns admits it seems "crazy" for
the first home meet she will coach to
be one of such magnitude. But she is
excited about the prospect, even if
heavy rain Monday put preparation a
little behind schedule.
"We don't get a lot of opportunity

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times

Josha Rogers makes it over the bar during this high
attempt Tuesday at Roy Stewart Stadium.
to compete,at home in front of everybody here, so it's a really good chance
for the girls to be able to compete in
front of their families and friends."
says Severns, who guided the
women's cross country team to a
third-place OVC finish this past fall.
The Racers don't yet have the numbers to compete for a track and field

jump practice

title as a team, but Crusham, Rogers
and Barr all have the potential to give
home fans something to celebrate on
Friday and Saturday.
Crusham, a distance runner from
northern Kentucky, is just seventenths of a second off the pace set by
•See CHAMPIONSHIP, 2B

KENTUCKY DERBY

Dialed In is early favorite
HORSE DRAWS No.8 POST, MADE
EARLY 4-1 FAVORITE WEDNESDAY
23,600

Mona Bolin
SLift

By BETH HARRIS
AP Racing Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Nobody wanted to be No. I.
No. 20 wasn't too popular,
either.
Dialed In managed to avoid
both — the inside rail and far
outside — at Wednesday's postposition draw for the Kentucky
Derby.
He was made the early 4-1
favorite for Saturday's race
after drawing the favorable No.
8 post, prompting owner Robert
LaPenta to let out a cheer. Uncle
Mo was the second choice in a
full field of 20 horses.

Ten horses have won from
the No. 8 position; the last, 50-1
shocker Mine That Bird two
years ago. .
"It's a big thing, and he
deserves it," two-time Derby
winner fsIck Zito said, referring
to his horse's status as the
fayorite. Dialed In has won 3 of
4 career races.
Three times in the last seven
runnings the favorite has worn
the garland of roses, most
recently Big Brown in 2008.
"So far, so good," Zito said.
"If he has another couple of
good days we'll be happy.
Things are doing all right."

By TOMMY (HUARD
Sports Editor
Murray State sophomore Casey
Brockman is one of the top 10 quarterbacks in FCS college football, according to the Sports
Network
Top
10
list
Quarterbacks
released Wednesday.
Brockman, who will
be a junior this fall,
was the only Ohio
Conference
Valley
player named to the
Brockman
list.
"Brockman will put up big numbers
in coach Chris Hatcher's spread attack,
as last year's 570-yard, seven-touchdown game against Missouri State and
497-yard, three-touchdown outing
against Austin Peay attest," the web site
wrote. "He is mentally and physically
tough and a competitor whom teammates rally around."
Brockman, a Calloway County product, started only six games last season
biit passed for 2,442 yards and 15 touchdowns. His first start came on
Homecoming against Missouri State,
where he set single-game school records
for passing yards and touchdowns.
The Racers return most of what was
a powerful offensive unit in 2010,
including an intact backfield and offensive line in addition to Brockman.
"The guys really rally around him,"
head coach Chris Hatcher said of
Brockman during the Racers' recent
spring practice period. "They like him a
whole lot, and he's a tremendous competitor. Those things are 90 percent of
being a good quarterback."

Saturday
137th Kentucky Derby
When: 5 pm
Where: Churchill Downs (Louisville
Ky)
TV: NBC

Things haven't been quite so
right for Uncle Mo, who drew
the No. 18 post, three slots from
the outside. The colt is being
treated for a gastrointestinal
infection, which was blamed for
his stunning first-ever defeat in
last month's Wood Memorial.
Owner Mike Repole has said
if Uncle Mo isn't sufficiently
recovered, he won't run in the 1
1/4-mile Derby. Trainer Todd
Pletcher, however, said Uncle
II See DERBY, 28

ED REINKE / AP

Kentucky Derby hopeful Dialed In trainer Nick Zito
watches as Dialed In gets a bath after a morning
workout at Churchill Downs Wednesday.

By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Wnter
ST. LOUIS(AP) — Mike Stanton hit
a tiebreaking two-run drive in the ninth
inning for his third homer in four games,
lifting the Florida Marlins to an 8-7 victory over the St. Louis Cardinals on
Wednesday night.
Gaby Sanchez had two hits and a
bases-loaded walk for the Marlins, who
survived blowing a four-run cushion and
secured at least a split in all five of their
road sets. Sanchez is 8 for 14 during this
trip to St. Louis. with Florida sending
ace Josh Johnson to the mound against
Jake Westbrook for Thursday's finale of
the four-game series.
Leo Nunez gave up Jon Jay's second
pinch-hit homer of the season in the
ninth, but got Matt Holliday to ground
into a game-ending double play for his
11th save in 11 chances. Holliday had
two hits and an RBI and leads the NL
with a .413-average.
Emilio Bonifacio and Omar Infante
had three hits apiece after switching
places in the Florida order. Bonifacio
moving up to second and Infante down
to seventh because of a 4-for-30 slump.
Eduardo Sanchez (1-1) had Hanley
Ramirez down 0-2 before walking him
on a full count to start the ninth. With
one out, Stanton hit his fifth homer of
the season to straightaway center.
Mike Dunn (2-1) got six straight outs
in the seventh and eighth for the Marlins,
whose 19-I0 start is the best in franchise
history.
Cardinals star Albert Pujols is 0 for 4
with the bases loaded after grounding
into a force play against Brian Sanches
with the game tied in the sixth inning,
That cost Chris Carpenter, coming off
his first winless month when healthy in
15 See CARDINALS, 28
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From Page 1B
might be able to win even if
Mo
six seasons with St. Louis, a
chance at his first victory he's at less than his best.
"But we're committed to
despite one of his shakier
bringing him over there at 100
efforts.
Carpenter gutted Din six percent, anything less than that,
innings and gave up six runs, we won't accept," he said.
Uncle Mo,last year's 2-yearfour earned, and 10 hits. A 16game winner last year, he's 0-2 old champion, jogged a mile
with five high quality starts in around the dirt track at
Churchill Downs and later stood
seven outings.
the starting gate to familiarin
The Cardinals committed a
himself with the surroundize
all
—
errors
season-worst four
in the first four innings — with ings. He is scheduled to gallop
two each by Carpenter and on Thursday.
"I've always said I think he's
catcher Yadier Molina. Both had
best horse of his generathe
a miscue in the Marlins' two-run
proved
first, leading to an unearned run, tion,- Pletcher said."We
identified
and
year
last.
that
and two runs scored On Molina's
reason
wild throw to first on a home-to- what we thought was the
in the
performance
poor
the
for
first double-play attempt on
Stanton's grounder during Wood. I think if he shows up
and he's the Uncle Mo from the
Florida's four-run third.
the
or
Cup
Breeders'
as
Molina
clipped
Ramirez
Timely
the
even
or
Champagne
he released the throw. Carpenter
beat."
and Ramirez had a nasty Writer, he's the horse to
Uncle Mo would have to
exchange after Ramirez flied out
overcome a bit of history.
to end the fourth.
Only one horse -since 1900
Bonifacio and Infante were a
come out of the No. 18 hole
has
combined 6 for 6 with an RBI in
Del
the first five innings. Bonifacio to win and that was Gato
1982.
in
Sol
is 12 for 27 over his last seven
Still, Pletcher,#0 Rep*
games and is batting .350.
relievedrtOligire avisided
were
Javier
starter
Marlins
rail.
the
6-2
a
hold
couldn't
Vazquez
"We had thA oVerlyingfear
third-inning lead, departing after
at
5 2-3 innings. He's allowed
least one first-inning run in all
six starts.
NOTES: Before this year, From Page 1B
Carpenter had been 12-3 the, her competitor, Eastern Illinois'
opening month with St. Louis.... Olivia Klaus, in the 3000 meter
Cardinals RHP Kyle Lohse is on steeplechase.
track to make his next start,
In steeplechase, which is an
moving past a bruised right shin obstacle race that includes bar• from getting struck by a liner on riers resembling hurdles as well
Monday. ... Marlins starting as a water jump,that discrepanpitchers are 11-4, the fewest cy is little more than one stride.
losses in the majors. ... Florida
Crusham placed fifth in the
, was 0 for 2 with the bases conference championship a
loaded but is batting .500(18 for year ago, and came into the
'36)in that situation with a major 2011 season with a goal of
league-best three grand slams.
standing on the podium in this
weekend's meet.
Achieving that goal likely
meant dropping her time by
more than 20 seconds, a goal
she finally achieved in a meet at
Indiana University on April 23.
CITIZENSHIP
As for this weekend, she's
aiming a little bit higher.
QUOTATIONS
"It's one of those things
• Whatever makes
the bullseye isn't really
where
good
men
on my back, but I would love to
Christians. makes
give the leader a run for her
them good citizens.
money," she says."I would love
— Daniel Webster
to walk out with a conference
title, but I'd be pretty content
with a good race and running
From Page 1B

out a way to get out. It is still
the shortest way around and at
least I am not out next to the
track kitchen.':
Like Uncle Mo's connections, Baffert was happy that
stalker • Midnight Interlude
escaped the inside post.
"My wife texted me. She's at
LAX and said, 'If we draw the
No.-1, let me know so I can get
off the plane,— he said. "This is
the toughest part- of getting
through the whole Derby. From
now on it's the lulk.
"I wanted to be on the outside. When you have a lightly
raced horse you want to keep
him in the clear as much as possible."
Archarcharch and Midnight
Interlude were the co-fourth
choices.
The other trainer with two
starters is Mike Maker, who will
saddle Twinspired and Derby
Kitten.
A total of 22 horses were
entered, two more than the maximum allowed field of , 20,
which is based on _earnings in
graded stakes races. Sway Away
and Ruler On Ice were shut out
because their earnings .weren't
"I'll just tell Jon to get good high enough to put them among
pbsition, save ground and figure the top 20.

we were going to get the 1," the
trainer said. "Once it was anything besides that we were
happy."
Repole's other colt, .Stay
Thirsty — also trained by
Pletcher — landed in the NO. 4
post and is 20-1 on the morning
line set by Churchill Downs
oddsmaker Mike Battaglia.
Pletcher ended an 0-for-24
skid in the Derby last year when
Super Saver won from the No.4
post.
Nehro was the third choice at
6-1. The other 17 horses were
listed at double-digit odds.
The dreaded No. I post —
the last position revealed —
went to Arkansas Derby winner
Archarcharch. That spot did in
last year's Derby favorite,
Lookin At Lucky, who was
blocked behind horses and finished sixth for trainer Bob
Baffert.
"I have always wanted to be
No. I, but not in the Kentucky
Derby starting gate," said links
Fires: the 70-year-old trainer of
Archarcharch who will give
specific race instructions to
jockey Jon Court, his son-in-

•Championship
my fastest time."
Rogers is tied for second on
the OVC's high jump performance list, just one-hundredth of
a meter off the top time held by
Tennessee Tech's Katherine
Lynn.
native is
The Metropolis,
enjoying her first injury-free
season as a collegian, and is
referred to by Severns as the
team's "queen of consistency."
"She comes pretty close to
the same jump every single
meet," the coach says. "Usually
going into a championship, you
don't necessarily have to do
better than what you've done all
season, you can just do what
you've done all season because
most people don't. If she can
just keep up her consistency, I
think she has a really good
shot."
Rogers, who says she began
high jumping as a sixth-grader
because she was "too lazy" for
the running events and her older
sister already had long jump
locked down, admits to having

2011 Hooked on Fishing,
Noton Drugs
Catch & Release Fishing Event
for Preschool thru age 15

Saturday, June 4th
8:00 a.m. -11:00 a.m.
(Rainout Pate: June 15)

Imes Farm - 4064 US Hwy.641 N., Murray
(Just past Rolling Hills Nursery)

a case of the nerves going into
her senior season.
"There's not a next year if I
don't do well." she says. -Being
in a position where I could get
very
place, that's
first
nervewracking as well. If somebody's not on their game, the
other girls will pass you up."
Of the Racers' three title
contenders, Barr has the most
distance to make up. She is
seeded third in the pole vault
with a height of 3.60 meters
looking up at top-ranked Jill
Schnurbusch, of Southeast
Missouri, who has jumped 3.72.
She set the school record in
the event with a vault of 11 feet.
10 inches on a cold day earlier
this spring and hopes to reach
12 feet for the first time this
weekend, a mark that could put
her in contention for a a title.
"(Setting the record) was
definitely a surprise," she said.
"I had been working really hard
yet I hadn't really seen it pay
off yet, so to do it at that meet
felt
— it was freezing cold
really good because it was not
•
expected at all."
Barr, a junior, is at a disadvantage compared to some of
her competition as she has no
place to train or jump indoors.
When outdoor season arrives.
Severns says, she usually shows
sharp improvement due to consistent practice and training.
"She has another year ahead
of her, and I'm just excited to
see what she can do," Severns
says. "The field events are so
technical that anybody can win
on any given day, so I think she
has a'good shot at it."
The OVC Championships
begin at noon Friday with the
day's final event scheduled for
7 p.m.
Action picks up again at 8
a.m. Saturday and is scheduled
to conclude with an awards ceremony at 2:30 p.m.
Rogers is scheduled to compete in the high jump finals at I
p.m. Friday to be shortly followed by Crusham in the steeplechase at 2:35 p.m.
Barr will take part in the pole
vault finals at 9 a.m. Saturday.

Applications available at the front office of your school,
Wal-Mart Sporting Goods, MCC Park Office & Fannly Resource Youth
Service Centers or download the form at www.murrayparks.org

Final registration will be at Wal-mart Sporting Goods on May 26th!
First 150 children
who pre-register
and attend
will receive a t-shirt
and a fishing pole!

...S"CORM Er CLAM FrED
Sponsored By.

The Insurance Center of NIurra
Business •Home•ear•Henfth •Liji
")Our inure than one company agenty.'“

1300 Johnson Blvd.•270-753-8355
SCOREBOARD
the
Prep Baseball
Today
Calloway Co at Hopionsville 6 p m
Prep Softball
Today
Calloway Co at Murray 6 p m
College Softball
Today
Western Kentucky at Murray St 3 pm.
(OH)
Major League Baseball
American League
All Times CDT
Best Division
W LPCt GB
17 11.607
—
New York
16 14.533
2
Tampa Bay
14 15.483, 312
Baltimore '
14 15.483 352
Boston
4
5.c4 16 467
-Toronto
Central Division
W 'L Pct GB
—
20 8.714
Cleveland
lb 14.533
5
Kansas City
14 17,452 712
Detroit
11 18.379 912
Minnesota
11
11 21.344
Chicago
West Division •'
W L Pet GB
16 14.533
Los Angeles
16 14.533
—
Texas
1
Oakland
15 15.500
14 16 467
2
Seattle
• Wednesdays Games
Minnesota 3. Chicago White Sox 2
Toronto 3, Tampa Bay 2
Detroit 4, N.Y. Yankees 0
L.A. Angels at Boston, 7110 p.m.
Baltimore 3, Kansas City 2
Cleveland at Oakland, 10:05 p.m.
Texas at Seattle, 10:10 p.m.
Thursday's Games
N.Y. Yankees (A.J.Bumett 4-1) at
Detroit (Porcello 1-2), 12:05 p.m.
Toronto (Drabek 2-1) at Tampa Bay
(Price 3-3). 12:10 p.m.
L.A. Angels (Pineiro 0-0) at Boston
(Lackey 2-3). 12:35 p.m.
Baltimore (Tillman 1-2) at Kansas City
(Chen 3-1), 1:10 p.m.
Cleveland (J.Gornez 0-1) at Oakland
(Anderson 2-2), 2:35 p.m.
Texas (Lewis 2-3) at Seattle (Vargas 12) 910 p m
National League
East Division
W L Pct
20 9 690
Philadelphia
19 10.655
Florida
17 15 531
Atlanta
14 16 467
Washington
12 18 400
New York
Central Division
W L Pct
17 14 548
St Louis
15 15 500
Cincinnati
15 16.484
Pittsburgh
14 16.467
Chicago
13 17 433
Milwaukee
12
18 400
Houston
West Division,
W L Pct
17 10 630
Colorado
15 15.500
San Francisco
15 17 469
Los Angeles
13 15.464
Arizona
12 19 387
San Diego

GB
1
412
612
812
GB
—
112
2
212
312
412
GB
—
312
412
412
7

Wednesday's Games
Cincinnati 3. Houston 2
Chicago Cubs 5, LA. Dodgers 1
Atlanta 8. Milwaukee 3. 1st game
Pittsburgh 7, San Diego 4
Philadelphia 7. Washington 4
San Francisco 2, N.Y. Mets 0
Atlaota 8, Milwaukee 0. 2nd game
•
Florida 8, St. Louis 7
•
Colorado at Arizona. late
Thursday's Games
Houston (Myers 1-1) at Cincinnati
(Bailey 0-0), 1115 a.m.
San Francisco (J.Sanchez 2-1) at N.Y.
Mets(Pelfrey 1-3), 12:10 p.m.
Florida (Jo.Johnson 3-0) at St. Louis
(Westbrook 2-2), 1,2:40 p.m.
Washington (Lanrian 2-3) at
Philadelphia (Halladay 4-1), 6:05 p.m.
Milwaukee (Marcum 3-1) at Atlanta
(Beachy 1-1), 6:10 p.m.
Colorado(Hammel 3-1) at Arizona
(I Kennedy 3-1), 8:40 p.m.

Join us May 1st thru 5th for the celebration!

NBA Playoff Glance
CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS
(Best-of-7)
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlanta 1, Chicago 1
Monday, May 2. Atlanta 103. Chicago
95
Wednesday, May 4 Chicago 86, Atlanta
73
Friday, May 6: Chicago at Atlanta, 6
p.m.
Sunday. May 8: Chicago at Atlanta, 7
P-rn,
Tueseday, May 10: Atlanta at Chicago,
7 p.m.
x-Thursday. May 12: Chicago at Atlanta.
TBA
x-Sunday. May 15: Atlanta at Chicago.
TBA
Miami 2, Boston 0
Sunday, May 1 Miami 99, Boston 90
3: Miami 102, Boston 91
May
Tuesday,
Saturday, May 7: Miami at Boston, 7
p.m.
Monday. May 9: Miami at Poston,6
p.m.
x-Wednesday, May It Boston at
Miami,6 p.m.
s-Friday, May 13: Miami at Boston. TBA
x-Monday, May 16: Boston at Miami, 7
p.m.
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Dallas 1, LA. Lakers0 Monday. May 2: Dallas 96. L.A. Lakers
94
Wednesday, May 4: Ganes at L.A.
Lakers, 9:30 p.m.
Friday, May 6: L.A. Lakers at Dallas.
8:30 p.m.
Sunday. May 8: L.A Lakers at Dallas.
2130 p.m.
10: Dallas at L.A.
x-Tuesday,.May.
Lakers, 8 or 9:30 p.m.
x-Thursday, May 12: L.A. Lakers at
Dallas. TBA
x-Sunday, May 15: Dallas at L.A.
Lakers. 2:30 p.m.
Memphis 1, Oklahoma City 1
Sunday. May 1: Memphis 114,
Oklahoma City 101
Tuesday, May 3: Oklahoma City 111.
Memphis 102
Saturday, May 7: Oklahoma City at
Memphis,4 p.m.
Monday. May 9: Oklahoma City at
Memphis.'8:30 p.m
x-Wednesday. May 11 Memphis at
Oklahoma City. 7 or 830 p.m.
x-Friday. May 13: Oklahoma City at
Memphis. TBA
x-Sunday, May 15: Memphis at
Oklahoma City, TBA
NHL Playott Glance
CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS
(Best-of-7)
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Tampa Bay 4, Washington 0
Friday. April 29 Tampa Bay 4.
Washington 2
Sunday. May 1. Tampa Bay 3,
Washington 2_ OT
Tuesday. May 3. Tampa Bay 4,
Washington 3
Wednesday. May 4. Tampa Bay 5
Washington 3
Boston 3, Phillphia 0
Saturday. April 30 Boston 7,
Philadelphia 3
Monday. May 2 Boston 3, Philadelphia
2, OT
Wednesday. May 4 Boston 5
Philadelphia 1
Friday. May 6. Philadelphia at Boston. 8
pm
x-Sunday, May 8- Boston at
Philadelphia. 3 p m.
x-Tuesday. May 10 Philadelphia at
Boston. TBA
x-Thursday, May 12 Boston at
Philadelphia. TBA
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Vancouver 2, Nashville 1
Thursday. April 28 Vancouver 1,
Nashville 0
Saturday. April 30 Nashville 2,
Vancouver 1, 207
Tuesday, May 3, Vancouver 3, Nashville
2, OT
Thursday, May 5: Vancouver at
Nashville. 8:30 p.m.
Saturday. May 7 Nashville at
Vancouver,8 p.m.
x-Monday, May 9: Vancouver at
Nashville. TBA
x-Wednesday. May 11 Nashville at
Vancouver. TBA
San Jose 3, Detroit 0
Friday, April 29 San Jose 2, Detroit 1
OT
Sunday, May 1, San Jose 2, Detroit 1
Wednesday, May 4. San Jose 4. Detroit
3, OT
Friday, May 6. San Jose at Detroit. 7
p.m.
x-Sunday, May 8. Detroit at San Jose, 8
p.m.
x-Tuesday, May 10. San Jose at
Detroit. TBA
x-Thursday, May 12: Detroit at San
Jose. TBA
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SportsBnefs
•The "K's for the Kure" softball game between Murray and
Calloway County and Lady Tiger
Field will be held tonight at 6 p.m.
Al) gate receipts, silent auction
items and other donations will go
to the Murray-Calloway County
Regional Cancer Center, and
umpires have committed to
donating their game checks as
well. Both teams and umpires will
be adorned in pink. First pitches
will be thrown out by cancer survivors representing each team.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
will be feeding both teams after
the event,
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Calloway County Alliance
for Substance Abuse Prevention

762-7332

Nat on Drugs

www.ccasap.com

It

4-.---

MI The Murray High Cross
Country team is hosting a 5K
road race on Saturday. May 21 at
9 a.m. The race begins and ends
at Murray High School. All proceeds benefit the MHS cross
country team. Register in the
Murray Middle School office or
online at active.com. Discounted
registration is available before
May 15. Race day registration
begins at 8 a.m. Contact
elaine.kight murray.kyschools.0
s for more information,
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertion of their ads for arty

Glance
EMIFINALS
-7)
FERENCE
icago 1
103 Chicago
icago 86. Atlanta

error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorred
nsertion Any error shoutd be reported immediately so corrections can
be made

at Atlanta, 6
.at Atlanta

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Fourx1
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestk A Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
liumilance Parts
Wont To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn 8 Garden

.4149L CLASSIFIED AD RATES ,A01111

Farm Equipment
Weary Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Horne Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mob.* Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
House* For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets I Supplies
Livestock •Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

430
435
440
445
450
405
460
470
480
485
490
495
SOO
510
520
530
560
570

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Saw
Motorcycles I ATVs
Auto sans
Sport Uthrty Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

Smert Serer
Tuesdey
Wedmesdp
Pus*

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
extra tor Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

FfIdlY
Saturdal

The pubtisher mainta,iis •
SINN'

71111

.1:I•
•

.•

•

Fri.10a.m.
FM.9 a.m.
kl3t9a.m.
Nort.12p.m.
Tue.1;21.
Vied.12 pm.
Thur.12p.m.

MONO

$8.50 Column Inch, 60`. Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
1.411 .3 Ads Must Run Within b Day Period )
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday IShopping Guide)

.
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 a.alc for Ashley Morris or Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
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ADVERTISING SALES

City'if Murray
City Hall
po. Box 1236. 104 North 5th Street
Murray. KY 42071
Sealed bids for KY 04 Elevated Water Storage Tank. Contract No
ii

55

I

I

• I* I •

I

service one li 150.000 gallon elevated water storage tank together with all
related work as specified and shown on the Drawings will be received by the City
uf Murray at the office of City HalL PO Boa 121C 104 Narth 5th Street Murray
NY 42071 until Thursday May 19th at 2.00 pm ,local time) and then at said office
oorned and publicly read aloud.

ID

The CONTRACT DOCUMENTS, consisting of Advertisement for Bids,
Instructions to Bidders, Bid, Bid Bond, Agreement, Notice of Award form, Notice to
Proceed form, Construction. Performance Bond, Construction Payment Bond.
Sample Certificate of Insurance form, Application for Payment form, General
Conditions. Supplemental General Conditions. Change Order from. Technical
Specifications. Addenda, and Drawings. may be examined at the following
locations:

• ma City I
114
a City 111
ma City at
a City at
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p.m
,ma City at
his at
lance
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City of Murray
City Hall
P.O. Box 1236
104 North 5th Street
Murray, KY 42071

GRW Engineers, Inc.
801 Corporate Drive
Lexington. KY 40503

National Construction News
1133 West Mill Road
Suite 107
Evansville, IN 47710
Attn: Shera
i 8121 464-5195
i 8121 464-5197 FAX
ssotzingersigecom.net

GRW Engineers, Inc.
11909-Shelbyvile Road, Suite 100
Louisville, KY 40243

Builders Exchange of KY, Inc.
2300 Meadow Drive
Louisville, KY 40205
Attn: Mary Beth Hewett
(502/ 459-9800
45024 459-9803 FAX
mhewette.bxkentucky.com

Associated General Contractors of
Western Kentucky 1AGC1
2201 McCracken Blvd.
Paducah, KY 42001
Attn: Cindy Robertson
cindreowkca.org
12701 744-6261 Ph.
12701 744-9522 Fax

The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for energetic. outgoing individual for Advertising Sales Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include sen icing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising. Marketing, or Public Relations
preferred, but not required. Salary will be
based on education and sales experience.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans, salary plus commission. are all part of
an excellent benefit package.

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

VMURRAY
STATE UNIVERSITY
Full-time lob vacancy at Murray campus
Additional pay dependent upon qualifications
Records

Assistant I- 58.78/hr

.y 3
:.y 4,
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stile 1
ver 1

Copies of the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS MUST be obtained at the office
of GRW Engineers Inc., located at 801 Corporate Drive, Lexington, Kentucky.
40503, upon payment of $10000 for each set. Payment is not refundable. Bids
from anyone not on the Engineer's Plan Holders List will not be opened.
Bids shall he accompanied by a bid bond or certified check in an amount
.
equal to five percent(5% I of the bid to insure the execution of the contract for which
the bid is made. In case the bid is not accepted, the check or bid bond will be
returned to the bidder, but if the bid is accepted and the bidder shall refuse or neglect to enter into a contract with the the City of Murray within ten 1101 days after
the time he has been notified of the acceptance of his bid, the said check or bid bond
shall be forfeited to the City of Murray as liquidated damages for the failure to do

details at
wvvw murraystateiobs corn
Women:minorities encouraged to apply

Apply online & view additional

An EEO, WO.AA employer.

Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center 15
currently accepting applications for a full-time
LPN position. We also offer an excellent bene-

The General Contractor is required to perform a minimum of 50% of the
pmject work.

fit package. Must be licensed in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in person at Lake Way
Nursing & Rehabilitation Center 2607 Main

No bidder may withdraw his bid for a period of thirty 1.3.0.) days after closing time scheduled for the receipt of bids.

Street Hwy 641 S Benton. KY 42025 E0E/AAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

so.

The City of Murray reserves the right to waive informalities and to reject
any and all bids.

ZAXBYS
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The Housing Authority of Fulton. Fulton, KY, is
seeking bids from contractors for roof replacement
of twenty-two residential buildings at developments
KY 4:0-1,2, and 3. A Pre-Bid Conference will be
held on May 11. 2011 at 1:00 p.m, at the Housing
Authority office. Bids will be received until May
18. 2011. at 1:00 p.m. local time, at which time they
will be opened publicly and read aloud. Plans and
Specifications may be obtained by contacting Beth
Pyle, contract administrator, at the Housing
Authority at 270-472-1115.
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Renting 12 \ 1
markil 4pr farmers
market. Parkside
Storage. 8th and
Arcadia.

STRAWBERRIES
Notice

I Detroit. 7
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Dr. Paul Mobley Moving Sale - 5 Hillcrest
Circle off Chickasaw - May 6-7 @ BA.
Furniture, Oriental Decor, Freezers,
Refrigerator, Glassware, Linens.
Electronics, Lawn Items and Lots of Guy
Stuff. Andrea Miller Sales 731.336.3434

J. POTTS NURSERY
& GREENHOUSE
New Hours:
1-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
8am-4pm Sat.
Annual Bedding Plants.
Hanging Baskets. Tomato
&, Pepper Plants
Specializing in Geraniums

(270) 489-2756
(270) 293-6882
1107 Potts Rd.
Just off Hwy 80 Near Stella

FOR SALE
Call & place
your order

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Veteran
DISABLED
looking for place to
hunt. 270-978-9152
270-436-5850 ask for
Barry

Care Allowance. Apply at Murray Chamber
of Commerce or email your resume to
chickentrail gmail.com.

060

753-4802

THE BOOK
RACK
519 S 12th St.
Trade ahd Sell
Used Books
Mon.-Fri 930-500
Sat. 9:30-4:00
THE Murray Ledger Si
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
informatioci do_ so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

JUST give us a call.
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916

l'
ill* Cle:ackiel9'Oi
‘,,cAleffil t

HAWKINS Research
is accepting applica
if
A CLASS ACT
OUR
tions for a part-time IT
Support
Specialist.
Let your graduate know how proud you
This position assist the
are of their achievements by placing your
IT Manager with vari. graduation line to be published in our
ous tasks including but
Graduation Tab on May 19, 2011
"II
1
not limited to server 41fi
Deadline for
maintenance, installation and support of softletters is
ware, support teleMay 16th
phone system, and
at 5 p.m.
install/maintain hardCost is $8
ware. Experience with
• Best of luck in
Windows and Lmux
I1 'P
per message*
OS required. Al least
yourfuture,
No more
one year college
We are very proud of you! than 20
required, and one year
words.
experience preferred.
Love,
Please submit your
School logo
resume to
Mom & Dad
will be
denese@powerclam.
placed on ad.'-----1
4
corn.
full-time,
Janitorial,
Mon-Fri, 1st and 2nd
shift available. $8.00$9.75 depending on
experience. Please forward resume and/or
email contact info to
shannah dms4.com
REWARDING Career
Opportunity. Immediate
openings. Professional
sales position with
150
income
excellent
Articles
potential for a self-motiFor Sale
vated, hard-working
team player. Excellent
DIRT
benefits.
fringe
DADDY'S
Complete training proTOP SOIL
vided. Bong resume to:
Best the county has
Furniture.
Fleming
Call Terrell Tidwell
3060 Hwy. 641N.,
753-9075
Murray, KY 42071 or
(270)227-2193
email to murray@flemingturniture.com
white
WHIRLPOOL
The Personal Touch
washer and dryer.
Beauty Salon is looking
Absolutely perfect confor a stylist immediately
dition. See to appreciand
or
Fridays
(270)753-1916
ate. $500.00 for both.
Saturdays, with benee.
270-978-5593
fits. Call 753-5042 or
drop in.
LEDGER&TIMES

i

Help Wanted
C.A. Jones
Management Group is
accepting applications
for the following
positions for a
temporary assignment
that will begin in June.
Customer Service
Representative &
Order Entry Clerk
Positions available on
1st 2nd & 3rd shifts
Please submit your
resume to
careers@chucklones.net
or apply in person at
306 Andrus Dr.
Murray. KY.Visit
www.chuckiones.net
for complete lob
descriptions and other
full time employment
opportunities.
If hired, applicants
must pass a background check and drug
screen.
DIRECTOR of Sales
for hotel. Expenenced,
outgoing, aggressive.
loves to sell, goal oriented, self motivated.
Salary plus commisn
o
i
s
taurus77109@gmail com

PT opening for housekeepers. Weekends
mandatory. 436-2345.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgencom.
you will be redirected
to iobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
tub listings. Thank you
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calla.

PECO
Accepting
resumes
All sales careers
& other positions
Send to
P.OBox 363
Murray. 10
42071

2011 al/KATES,

Ni
LEDGER&TIMES 4,
Ni•ibillitJ,kost=odfAr
MURRAY

CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT
753-1916

flINe1
Tilde

111.1011

GU KW OF YOUR CLUTTEE!
Call Ashley or Natasha
to advertise your
Yard Sale today

iln-scos

HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129.
OPENINGS available
for quality childcare for
ages 0-3. Near MSU.
Call 759-2424
Stay at home mom in
Southwest distnct has
child care openings for
any ages. Call
270-227-4402

Murray location expected to open July of
this year. Benefits Including, Flexible
Hours, Paid Vacation, and Manager Health

Mark Paschall

Notice
rent
for
Billboard
between Hazel and
Murray. S200.00/mo.
270-492-8211.

Zaxby's is now accepting applications for
Full- and Part-Time Managers at the new

Hilp Wanted

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING Old U.S. Coin
Over
Collections.
Experience.
30yrs.
293-6999.
GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refrigerator. electric & gas
heater, storm windows.
753-4109
Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694
WANTED: itink car &
truck batteries. Top
prices paid.
(270)759-9694
Articles
For Sale
3 brand new
tires.
Continental
M+S255/60R 17. $50
each. 270-556-5649
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
at
bargains
has
Trends-N-Treasures
coins.
Buy/appraise
270-753-4161
racks,
CLOTHING
heavy duty blind stitcher, body mannequins.
shirt bins, glass showcase. Call Mr. J's
759-5000.

GOMIS

LARGE
SELECTION

320
Apartments For Rent

320
Apirtments For Rent

Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
today.
appointment
270-'753-2905

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

t05 (South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
270
Mobile Hanes For Sae
2008 Clayton 16x80,
3BR. 2BA, vinyl siding.
Like new.
270-489-2525

2BR AND LOT
$16,500.00
Reasonable Offer
You Can Own It
Dont Miss Out
270-978-7787

NEW apartment in
$550.00/mo.
Hazel.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211

SUBSCRIBE

NEWLY
REMODELED
28R & Lot $13.900
Reasonable Offer
You Can Own It
Don't Miss Out
(270)703-6012
SOLD

:Irqmplpipipqmp:
:MOM WILL LIVE IT:

320
Apwtments For Rent

Give her a subscription to the
MURRAY

LEDGN&TIMES

1 OR 2br apts. flea
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.

Local Mail
Home Delivery
ceiowayi
3 mo.......
3
6
6 am.
1

1BR, price reduced,
locations.
various
Coleman RE
753-9898
1BR, 1 BA Apt. starting
at $295.00. 2BR, IBA
Townhouse starting at
$475.00. Call Hamlet
North Apartments.
270-753-7550
IBR, IBA, All appli$350.00/mo
ances.
plus deposit. 978-1286.
1st Full Mo. Rent Free

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
..._S75.00
me.
3
mo.----470.50
3
6
yr--$120.00 1 yr.-.-..$145.00
Rest of KY/TN
rPuryrer k Buctuarml

Visa

NYC

Name

I St. Address_
I

City

_

I State
I

1505 Diuguid Drive

Zip

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:

I BR & 2BR Apts
270-753-8556
TDD I-800-545-1833
6
Ext. 283 .
Equal opportunity

la

Money Order

Check

Murray Ledger di Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916
s.

a

CLASSIFIEDS
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ON BEA

n

MINI
ISTOE
R
I
All Size Units • Climate Cont I
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity

390

livestock& Supplies

812 Whiffle!! Ave.

753-3853

HORSE
BOARDING

MBC Storage

•Stall or Pasture
4115/mo
*Includes Hay
(270) 293-7314
(270) 293-7315

lox 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

753-2905
Quiet apartment in
Lynn Grove area. All
utilities paid . $600/mo
plus deposit„,
270-492-8211

Houses For Rent

NORTH WOOD
STORAGE
1302 Hillwood Dr.
6x20•$40
6X24•$40
10X20 • 555
10X24•$55

(270) 978-1107
2BR, 1BA. 5min North
of Murray, no pets
759-4826.
CLOSE to .campus! 4
bedroom rental house.
References, 1 year
lease. Available May.
No pets. please $750
a month, $750 deposit
436-5085

(270)978-1109

PREMIER
MiNISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
*We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

YARD SALE
1012 PAYNE
STREET
SATURDAY 5/7

8:00A.M.-??
Coffee Table,
Curtains, Baby
Clothes 0-12
Months, Carseat,
Walker, Bouncer,
Odds-N-Ends, Too
Much To List

Murra.

All line
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

ads placed

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

paper are

119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

in our

posted on
our website
for free!

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. At. 121S
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
Conwr of 121 S.'& Glendale.
IOW S25 10x15$40
1270)436-2524
12701293-6906

Commenca1Prop For Rent
2 bay shop & office. A
5 points. $1200.00/mo
Lease available.
270-753-3153

RETAIL Store in Hazel
SF '" +/5000
$750.00/month.
270-492-8211

SALE FOR MISSIONS
1514 CANTERBURY
FRIDAY 5/6
7:00 A.M. - ???
Furniture, Womens Clothes-Small to
Plus, All size Kids Clothes, HPPhotosmart Printer, Bedspreads,
Antique Furniture, Stand Mixer,
Longhaired Male Chihuahua with
Papers, Min-Pin Female, Free 7
Month Old Male Dog.

YARD SALE
1510 BECKETT DRIVE
FRIDAY 5/6 & SATURDAY 5/7
8:00A.M. - 300P.M.
Infant/toddler clothing, adult clothing.
childrens books, toys. miscellaneous
Christmas and other holiday decorations.
chairs and various household items, luggage,
indoor safety gates, high chair, ceiling fan
and light, blankets, toss pillows, bedskirt and
pillow shams

CLOTHING SALE
CITY PARK
SATURDAY
6:00-?
Over 3.000 Items
Infant to Adult
PRICED TO SELL

270-356-2369
8 FAMILY YARD SALE
1516 RIRKSEY ROAD
(IMI NORTH OF NEW HWY 299,
WATCH FOR SIGNS)
FRIDAY 5/6
SATURDAY 5/7 •
6:00A.M - ????
FIRST YARD SALE IN 30 YEARS
36 inch Sony TV, Toddler Bed, Little Tykes
'wing/Slide Combination, Indoor Baby Fence. Toys.
Baby Items. Southern Living. Home Decor Baby,
Maternity. and Adult Name Brand Clothing. Older
Golf Cart. Area Rug, Furniture & Antiques Lots
More, Plus Attic Clean Out Items

Homes For Sale

SATURDAY, MAY 14TH AT 10:00 AM
1376 AIRPORT RD., MURRAY, KY

2009 Brick Home,
2,100 SQ. FT. 38R
2BA. 1 Act: & Double
Garage, Sun-Room.
Scenic Hilltop. Private.
1/2Mile to Murray. City
Water & Gas By
Owner $149,000.
270-519-8570
4BR, 28A 2500sqft. on
3 acres. Lakefront,
located on Cypress
Creek. Fully furnished
and decorated. New
tub.
hot
dock,
$499,000.
270-293-4602
48R, 2BA Brick home,
2 garage. 1700 sqft.
Fenced in yard, recently remodeled bathrooms and kitchen.
270-293-6632 or
270-227-3731

Household goods furniture, Tmatcning couch and love seat, end tables,
curio cabinet, matching coffee table & end tables, Dining table & 6 chairs.
Two 7 shelf bookcases. 5 drawer chest, 2 drawer file cabinet, fax machine,
drop front secretary desk, blue 3 coushion couch, entertainment
center,shop tools, car, sailboat & trailer, floor stand fan, garden lawn seed
spreader, gas weed weeder, 5 gallon gas cans ,2 tool boxes, table top band
saw, scroll saw, mig welder, portable bass speakers, Two 4 shelf bookcases. Sanyo cloth') mini refrigerator. Gamegetter bow, stero/tape AM/FM radio
w/speakers, outboard motor (Skipper 3 horse), CO2 tank, 1600 watt generator, machinist vice, presure washer, 10 inch electnc chain saw, 8 drawer Kennedy tool box on wheels, 10 drawer tabletop tool box, 6.5 ft Hobby
Lobby Artificial Christmas Tree, chrtstmas decorations and lights, box lot
tools Craftsman router, Craftsman jib saw, porter cable, vises, clamps, ram
set, dremel, old planes, bisquit cutter. Ski) router drill, wrenches, pipe
wrench, Remington clock, worm drive Skil saw model 825, acylene tank,
Ampower protable spot welder, gas cans, glassware and MUCH MUCH
morel!
Griswald,Mccoy,Hull,Hall,frankomairancican,letton,Russel wright,Homer
Laughlin,Royal Doulton,Royal Winton,Firtax Fostoria pcs,Occupied
Japan,Beer Stteins,Salt & pepper Shakers,Old Costume Jewelry,Pictures
& Prints, 458. 33 records,cigarette lighters, Lots of boxes still to look
through.

Beautiful brick home,
2,000sqft, 3BR, 2BA, 2
car garage, carport,
3acres, lake, 4MI to
Murray. $249,000.00.
731-247-6193
HOUSE for rent or sale
($47,000 firm) 2BR,
1BA, with large yard,
new
siding,
vinyl
C/H/A, w/d, refrig,
stove, low utilities.
clean. $500 first and
last month rent plus
deposit $250. No pets.
TN.
Puryear,
References
(731)676-6936.

Guns-Enfield 30-06 Rifle w/Bushnell 4x-12x Banner scope, savage model
B 12 guage 2 3/4 inch chamber side by side shotgun, Churchill-Chapin S
C made in Italy, made in Brazil by Companhia Brasileira De Cartuchos 12
guage 2 3/4 inch center break

CHAVIS REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
304 N. 12th St.. Murray, KY 42071
(270)761-SALE (270)705-4479
Tommy Chavis Broker/Auctioneer
wwwchavisauction com KY Lic #P2521

YARD SALE
1404 OAK

HILL DRIVE
FRIDAY 5/6
SATURDAY 5/7

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
1st, 2011 0 12:00 PM

Saturday, M
1104 Mitchell

to

Rd., Murray, KY 42071

Antiques, Tools,
Table Saw, Lots of
tip

.

Clothing, Dishes,
Furniture, And
Lots of Misc.

00100.1 I

TWO PARTY
YARD SALE
1613 MAGNOLIA
DRIVE
FRIDAY 5/6
700A.M.-3:00P.M.
Lifetime Quick
Court Basketball
System, Computer
, Hutch, Writing
Desk, Red Riviera
Pogo Stick,
Miscellaneous
#

GARAGE SALE
1706 HOLIDAY
DRIVE
THURSDAY 5/5
FRIDAY 5/6
SATURDAY 5/7
Large variety,of
House wares, Decor,
Pillows. Rugs,
Flowers-live and
silk, Jewelry- Silver
and costume,
clothes, too much to
mention.

YARD SALE
1910
WESTWOOD
DRIVE
FRIDAY 5/6
SATURDAY 5/7
8:00 - ???

MULTI FAMILY
YARD SALE
503 S. 16TH ST.
FRIDAY 5/6
SATURDAY 5/7
700 - ???
PROCEEDS
BENEFIT STUDENTS
GOING TO
WASHINGTON D.C.
Tires, 7-n-1 Game
Table, Little Tikes
'Pay's, Clothing, Mire
Items

YARD SALE
76 BLISSFUL
VIEW DRIVE, SARATOGA IIOFF WISWELL
ROAD
FRIDAY 400-700
SATURDAY
700-300
Like new home decor,
linens, holiday
decorations, pictures.
.iewelery, gift items,
and more

5 FAMILY
YARD SALE
972 WALSTON
ROAD,ALMO
(OFF COLES
CAMPGROUND
ROAD)
FRIDAY 5/6
7:00-777
SATURDAY 5/7
7:00-12:00
Kids Toys Baby Items
Household Goods
Dishes, And More

REDUCED 2.5 story
house on 7 acres with
barn. With picturesque
view. East of town.
Make offer. 293-7252.
470
Motorcycles & ATVs
01 HD wide glide
$10,500. Show quality
garage kept and coy
immaculate
ered,
Stage three perform
many
Too
ance.
options to mention.
$28,000 invested,
227-6314
480

,, .
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Auto Parts

VA1 I HARRIS, BAOKERiAUCTIONFER •
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270-247-3253• 270-475-4800• 800-380-4318
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HIGHLIGHTS OF PERSONA)
PROPERTY LISTING

Real Estate

[

Murray Ledger Sr Times Fair
Housing Act Notice

real estate advertised herein
is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Ad, which makeS it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or disrnminalion based on race, color, religion, set, handicap, familial status or national origin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discrimination.
State laws forbid discrimination
in tlw sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We 'sill knowingIN accept ant
advertising for rear estate which
is not in violation of the law All
persons are herebv informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
648-1000.
Rene P. Milam,
All

6080 Allis Chalmers. 8230 hrs. + 2446 BT Bush
Hog loader + IH 1066 Tractor Turbo + DeutzAllis w/cab 4 wheel drive 3257 hrs w/ Memo
Loader + hay equipment + row crop equipment
+ cattle trailers & equipment + farm & shop
tools + horse equipment + mowers and more.
FOR DETAILS AND PICTURES
VISIT OUR WEBSITE!
GUTHRIE ROAD IS NARROW AND WINDING,
PLEASE DRIVE CAUTIOUSLY
AND CAREFULLY.
Lunch Available Not Responsible for Accidents
TERMS & CONDITIONS: Complete settlement
day of auction. Payable in CASH, CASHIER'S
oPOON•yolt,
CHECK, OR PERSONAL CHECK with
CURRENT BANK LETTER OF CREDIT
guaranteeing payment, made to Doug Taylor [
1 Property
1ake
112
Auction Service required by ALL persons not
personally known by the auction company.
BRAND NEW!
Lake Vacation Home
No Buyer's Premium
On 1.71 AC -$97,500
CONTACT:
FOR MORE INFORMATION
Includes FREE Boat
'Doug T'atilor Auctton Service Slips
Gorgeous new designYOUR Auctioneer & Real Estate Broker
er
38251
TN
200 Adkins Lane Puryear,
ready- 1,952 sq.fl.
Telephone (731) 247-3784
lake home in spectacuDoug Taylor. Auction/Broker
lar park-like setting
TN Lic #2027 KY Lic ttRP7209 Firm #1782
near lake. Must see!
"'Tayfor 'Made Aii,tioris 'Are 'BetterOnly one. Call now
1-800-704-3154 x 3648

FALWELL ESTATES
400

'rat sail

• Various lot sizes
available
• Underground city utilities

3 FAMILY
SALE
A10 FOX
MEADOWS
FRIDAY 5/6
SATURDAY 5/7
7:00-???

(270) 753-9250
Robertson Rd. South

Childrens Clothes,
Riot Boxes, Decor,
Household Goods,
Other Items added
Saturday

BASKETBALL COURT

VFW YARD SALE
CHESTNUT PARK

s350/mo.
s25/day color
Call Ashley
or Natasha

(270 753-1916

TR
ASP
Pa% inst.
S. I
ON

270-7
tom I
Pair
Batht
Kit
Decks t
We
No Job
270-8
(MO,:
1

GARAGE
BUILDERS
Barry Gilliland
270-522-1820 or 270-350-5495
'Garages or Pole Barns
• Garage Door Sales and Service
'Metal Roofs'Decks
•25 Years Experience 'Free Estimates
'Bobcat and Trackhoe Service

KEN'S
CONSTRUCTION

Expenenc
No lob t
Miller 705
Fivestar
and stu
Storm wo
and topp
and insur
mates (2

6 Contin
Garage
& Mai
Greg
(270)

Quality Work Guaranteed"!

be deceived by these
door-to-door and fly
by night roofers.

Don't

Call The One You Trust...
Kenny Jackson
(270) 251-9620
(270) 210-0132
kensconstruction a gmail.com

KLAPP ROOFING
COMPANY INC.
Residential & Commercial
3rd Generation Roofing Contractor
'Long list of certifications
Repairs •Re-Roofs

ANNOU
DIVORCE
out Childr.
Includes F
change an
property s
document
RUPTCY
$49 Crimi
Expunge
Power of
Call 1-888
24T7
Reach ov
readers wi
Contact th
departmen
newspape
at 1-502-2
more infor
placing a
classified
papers for

Licensed & Insured
AUTO

FREE ESTIMATES
(270) 559-4263

$$ Top Doi
used car, t
SUV We b
Trades are
too 800-6

Aldridge-McCuiston Roofing
BUIL
Pole Barns
1 12' End
Walk Door,
Installed. 3
15X8 End
Walk Door,

, Sport Utility Vehicles
12:21

Nice 1994 Toyota 4run
ner 4x4. $3900.00
OBO. 270-492-8211.

We are fully insured and licensed
Certified Master Shingle Applicators
GAF Authorized Installer
All roof related repair work

Mazda Tribute
01
50R, Automatic, 6cyl.
$3,500.00.
270-227-3623
490

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
l-ollandmotorsales corn
270-753-4461
2010 Chevy Impala LT
23.500 MI. White. List
$26,900 Will sell for
$18,500. 753-1364 Call
978-5110

1997 Chevy 4x4 p/u
3rd door. 260,000.
transmission
needs
work. Asi is $2,000
OBO. 767-0028
96' Chevy 1500 Z71
ext cab, diesel,
978-9187
510

2003 Springdale
30ft Bumper Pull
1211 Slide Out
Brand New'
Never Been Used,
Cost 526.000 new
$8,900
293-4602

FREE ESTIMATES
(270)293-1924
530
Services Offered

CS ROOFING
COMPANY
-Quality Workmanship

Guaranteed."
Free Estimates
Locally Owned
(270) 293-11944
(270) 293-3885
0.00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE

Carpentry
*Remodeling
•Scteened Porches
*Garages
'Water & Termite
Damage
•Decks
*Home/ Mobile Home
Repair
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Boats L Motors
.4.1)0 a Fi001COVe,,,g

2006 light blue 18ft
185 boat.
Bayline
Runabout open model
with 185HP Mercury
Outboard
Inboard
engine. With cover,
Perfect shape.
270-705-5990

FRIDAY 7:00-5:00
SATURDAY 7:00-2:00

This space
could be yours

4 wheels. Matte black
machined. Size 16x7.
Less than 500 miles.
Pat 270-227-8015

ii:

clothes, name brand
household items

NEW Listing
3BR, 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032

TRACTOR - EQUIPMENT - TOOLS - NICE GLASSWARE CROCKS - ANTIQUE FURNITURE - PERSONAL PROPERTY
TRACTORS/EQUIPMENT/TOOLS- Fort 1700 Tractor ,236; Hoursi k Woods 201 Rotary Curer 12 Burch
Wiwi Dtsc. Sodol Pce 4 Wheel Yawn, Pond Saco StlaY R1g, Ftlel Tanks w'Stalas. S. Grader Blade , IC'
Doltipaciier 14' Rotary doe Tuhne 12 Disc. Massey Ferguson 4 Bottom Now X 4 ;ow Planter New Idea
2 Ikeiv Corn P'ickei *ad.PainNard Idols C;attsrnan 6- Bend] Ckybet, Craftsman Side Gonda. ,
54- law Tractr Wneel Horse 211-5 36-Riding Mower winger Sawyer Rear "rine Ttief )1;•,- •
;me Tiller Agn-Fah laid Vawn Duel Saws
FLINIRUREJAPPLIANCES - Tappan Reingeraia. Kitchen Tat* sr4 Chars Smas knor Oir. am,
, arodue Lario Tables Oak Rocker. Coffee Toe End Tides. Wan Ottin Cuacn, aL:'
Catanet kir
.3 Ottoman Moore Organ wilancn, Nice 3 Pc. kW Size Post Bel'ocon Suite 5 Tier Comet What 1.:!
Sher ndc,I Port Bed Laader Bach Chars Antscue Wail Phone. Antique Croe .5inoer CaiYAle!Sewyt,j
Machine SLcit'Wood luring SUrce '_'didsool Chest Reeler Oki Chitorote, GE Dryer ktotag Washer.
Small Nvences
GLASSWARE/1C.- Odd Dtstes'alasswre ACSTIS Doinono 'crentity' Ova Coleco Wileat Dishes.
)1dMotadia Radio, Holmes A Edwards tliald SilVerNall Ratwre. ifiond Damp Bowl wFRoarig Pin,
• nievere Ware PresseaPattern Glass Cocks ,Brown Blue t.;some.^siker Jugs Butter Duns Pitcners
Advertnoci, Et ', litift Ad PaT 7 Vase tics Etched Stemware. Iarik Depression tale Derrutasm SpoorN
it Wits
Da Lamps ifflinetve Name Etc ,Beadatid Lion s Head Gone Wit Tne Wind Lamp. star
:atriirai Glass. Oast son. Granite.vare. Blik Rboon Meat Grew. Bed Ryder 19368 Saari:Pocket scrtec
Trunk
*Tar.
ea Saes roVekilts Okl Sears 51cYde. Concrete Hosea Pots A Lawn Ornaments,Small
N Vs..-ty Vimola wiaecords
VISIT HARRISAUCTIONS.COM FOR MORE PHOTOS, AUCTION HELD ON SITE!
PERSONAL PROPERTY TERMS Cash Or awrii. Ti 01 Sale WM PT iv ideiTtits.atOr

0-3 baby boy
jr. clothes 0-4,

4 7 Mies nien
Turn Left On Hwy
783. Follow Hwy
78336 Miles
To Mitcbell Story
Ro.,•Hwy. t1128
Proceed To
Auction Site.
'
Signs Posted,

Tfie Lite 'Paul latvisiter Litide

ESTATE AUCTION
SATURDAY, MAY 14, 2011 AT 9:00 A.M.
PARIS, TN 485 GUTHRIE RD.
From downtown Paris, take 641N (N. Market
St.) to Guthrie Rd. turn right go 1/2 miles to
auction site on left.
Selling tools, tractors, equipment. vehicles
for Billy Ray Smith Estate
Visit our websIte:
www.dougtaylorauction.com
or www.auctionzip.com auctioneer ID#10823

530

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

fray Murray

7:00 - 400

.
Storage Rentals

460

PERSONAL PROPERTY

Poi Supplies
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
Shih-tzu pups. Male.
AKC
shots,wormed,
270-804$300.00.
8103 evenings

Murray Ledger & Times

88' VIP runabout 18'
4.3L in-board motor
with trailer. 978-9187

You can count on the
most experienced
in West Ky.

403 Tom Taylor Trail

753-7728
All Carpentry &
Handyman Service.
Over 25 years. Call
Don, Murray area.
519-8570.

H I E ectric
Since 1986
Res.. Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed 8c Insured
j All jobs - big or small

753-9562
v..v..hille ectri'xotu
436-5141 A-AFfORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
Junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling,
Roofing,, Vinyl Siding.
Floors,
Laminate
Repairs. workers comp
Insured.
227-2617.
ALL GREEN LAWN
CARE. Local. Reliable,
and affordable. Free
estimates. 270-2937220
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
hoe
work
track
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Mawr
credit cards accepted
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ML Garage Doors
Installation,
repair.
maintenance on doors
and operators
270-293-2357

Horo
HAPPN
Friday, N
This ye.
your fina
them an
changing
look to a
tion, you
much m
will con,
school, t
allowing
pie aroun
will learn
world. If
could me
day-to-da
.attached,
tumble in
romantic
draws you

The Sta •
Day You'
4-Positive
I -Difficult

ARIES(M
*****
You migh
with eve
You migh
choice wo
what is g
before yo
decision.

TAURUS(
****
are comin
might be
drawn. Be
money off
you are au
bought.

GEMINI(
**** Yo
a
take
Neverthele
your decis
which way
evolves to
willing to
with action

CANCER(
** Know
holding y
Words co
be irritatin
of interna

tiger & I Mies

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
rasing. Se:deo:Mug,
& Hauling
'I()\ 1 '1 R
IS

270-753-2279
Drvo. ill +3,
P

to

Bithroorns

Kitchens
uecks to Fencing
We Do It All,
No Job To Small,
270-873-9916
or visit our website

kentuckylake
remodeling.com
FREE ESTIMATFc

RS
350-5495
3arns
Id Service
cks
)e Estimates
Service

Experienced carpenter
No job too small Kyle
Miller 705-8701
Fivestar tree Service
and stump ginding
Storm work. Take down
and topping. Licensed
and insured. Free estimates.(270)804-9449

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
•Flight Review
•Discovery Flight

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
*24 Hour
Emergency Servo-,
*Locally owned
*Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

FREE
IPICK UP

Owner:
Greg Mansfield
(270) 293-84841

NEED STORM
CLEAN-UP?
Affordable clean-up of
your yard. Call today
for an estimate.
270-978-2111

Handyman Work
KEY ROOFING,
PAINTING &
REMODELING
S$ We will save

*Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Gnnding

YOU money $$

*Firewood

Free Estimates
References

*Insured

(270)489-2839
G&H Contracting
Tree removal
Roofing & Remodeling
Fencing
Landscaping
30 Yrs. Experience
Old As Dirt
Call for Free Estimates
978-2623, 889-7262
Ask for Troy or Steve

Jacob
270-978-0278

(270) 703-0978
(270) 205-6063

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
ii. TRUCKING
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated

HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE
Insured Reliable
Dependable
Free Estill- IN-,
Free Sturei •
CO 270--

YEARRY'S
Service. Free
mates. Phone
2562, 227-0267

JACKSON a
PtMICHASE
GUTTERING, U.0
5 Gutters
Insured
Free Estimates
(270)705-3829

CHASE Futrell Lawn
Care. 8yrs. exp.
293-8814

Concepts SudoKu

FREE Catahoula/lab
mix puppies, 6 weeks
old and ready to go!
293-0029 or 978-9187

Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Lodger & Times

270-753-1916

Sudoku s a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 gnd with
several given numbers The obiect is to place the numbers I to 9
in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The drIficutty level
at the Concepts Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

6
Answer to previous puzzle

• Neii Homes
• Remodeling
Lit en-.td & Insured
All 1% ork Guaranteed

(731)394-2782

67
36

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
•Asphalt

Need help
Promoting your
Business?

By Dine Green

No Job Too Big
(ir Too Small!

Tree
esti436-

O'BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
• Locally owned
and operated
• Free Estimates
• Lic & Ins
270-703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny 0 Bryan

Mitchell's
Mowing
Service. No contracts
Mowed on your sched
ule. 270-227-0906

SUDOKU

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT

All Your Septic Needs

(270)293-8686

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

270-293-5624
6" Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

Thursday, May 5, 2011 •5B

4
8
3
2
6
9
7
1
5

9
41.

Installation

*Seal coating &

2
5
1
3
8
7
6
4
9

6 8 7 1 539
9 4 2 36 1 7
7 96 5 8 24
5 1 9 6 4 7 8
1 7 5 4 392
4 3 82 15 6
8 5 1 9 24 3
2 6 37 98 5
3 2 4 8 76 1

striping
40 yrs. experience

(270)759-0501

195
DiiijcuIi LeNel ***

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
DIVORCE with or without Children $149.
Includes FREE name
change and marital
property settlement
documents. BANKRUPTCY $125. WILLS
$49. Criminal
Expungements $49.
Power of Attorney $39.
Call 1-888-789-0198
24/7

ING
C.
ercial
ontractor

bons
fS

Reach over 1 million
readers with one call!
Contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
at 1-502-223-8821 for
more information about
placing a 25-word
classified in 70 newspapers for only $250

ed

TES
63

AUTOMOBILES
$$ Top Dollar for your
used car, truck, van or
SUV. We buy outright.
Trades are welcome
too. 800-688-6430

Rooftrii;
BUILDINGS
Pole Barns: 24x40x9:
1 12' End Slider, 1
Walk Door, $7,140
Installed. 30x45x9: 1
15X8 End Slider, 1
Walk Door, $8.889

I licensed
‘pplicators
•aller
r work

TES

924

races Offered

Electric

ince 1986
Corn.. & Ind
ied & Insured
- hig or small

3-9562
ullelectrk,oin

11 A-AFFOR137 ,

Hauling. Clean:_
rages. gutters,
ree work.

ional Tree
Insured
EE (8733)
1 Home
ament
is, Remodeling.
Vinyl Siding.
te
Floors,
, workers comp
7.

REEN LAWN
Local, Reliable.
Ordable. Free
is. 270-293-

S Excavating
ptic Systems.
)ack hoe, and
hoe
work.
on and repair
)tic systems
ffering septic
arming. Major
irds accepted.
4

NCE REPAIR
E & PARTS

!93-8726 OR
4
an Buren

ige Doors
on.
repair
ince on doors
ators
.2357

Installed. www.tradonbuildings.com 1-800987-2366

BUSINESS
SERVICES
DISH Network's
Lowest All-Digital
Price! As low as
524.99/ mo. plus
FREE HD FOR LIFE!
Call for limited time
Bonus! Call Now! 1866-240-3844

HELP WANTED
Start Your New Career
Today!, CDL training &
new career! Great
Earnings Potential.
Call Today! 865-3300035 Tennessee Truck
Driving School 5227
MiddlebrOok Knoxville
TN 37921
Wanted: LIFE
AGENTS 'Earn $500 a
day *Great Agent
Benefits 'Commissions
paid daily •Liberal
Underwriting 'Leads.
Leads, Leads. LIFE
INSURANCE, License
Required. Call 1-888713-6020.

INSTRUCTIONAL
Airlines Are Hiring-

Train for high paying
Aviation Career. FAA
approved program.
Financial aid if qualified. Job placement
assistance. CALL
Aviation Institute of
Maintenance 888-2072053
ATTEND COLLEGE
ONLINE from Home.
•Medical. •Business,
Paralegal,
'Accounting, 'Criminal
Justice. Job placemeM
assistance. Computer
available. Financial Aid
if qualified. Call 866460-9765
www.CenturaOnline.co

Free Online Classes!
New Bowling Green
KY Career College
offering free introductory courses online.
Register at pctaonline.com The
Professional Career
Training Academy
"Affordable Online
Education for the Real
World.'

MEDICAL
HELP WANTED
Medical Doctor needed
for pain management
in Kentucky who will

see patients for chronic pain for opiate base
treatment. Doctors in
our clinic earn $200k
per year. Eight hour
days, no weekends.
nights or on call. Valid
and current license
and DEA license.
Doctor will do exam
procedures and prescribes medications.
Please fax CV 502863-5062.
MISCELLANEOUS
Sawmills- Band;
Chainsaw- SPRING
SALE- Cut lumber any
dimension, anytime.
MAKE MONEY and
SAVE MONEY. In
stock, Ready to ship.
Starting at $995.
www.NorwoodSawmills
.com/300N 1-800-5781363 Ext.300N

REAL ESTATE
BRAND NEW! Lake
Vacation Home on
1.71 Acres $97.500
includes FREE t5oat
slips! Gorgeous
designer ready 1952
sqft lake home in
spectacular park like
setting near lake. Must
see, Only one. Call
now 1-800-704-3154

x3650 www.kylakesale com

SPORTING/
SPORTING GOODS
National Golf
Association Hooters
Tour Free Clinic for
Juniors. Tuesday, May
17, 4:30 p.m. Cherry
Blossom Country Club,
Georgetown. 502-5709849 for details.
Hooters Tour tournament. May 19-22.
TRUCK DRIVERS

HELP WANTED
Act Now! Driver
Trainees Needed for
H.O. Wolding. No
experience needed.
Train in 16 days at
Truck America
Training. 1st Year Avg.
$38,000. Tuition
Financing Available.
(502)955-6388 or
(866)244-3644
ATTENTION DRIVERS: Earn $.40 per
loaded mile plus Tarp
and other fees. ClassA CDL Required. Local
and Regional flatbed
to choose from. W.V.T.
877- CHILLI.
vtonline.com

Big G Express Inc.
Currently hiring OTR
drivers. Good equipment, home most
weekends. Option to
run the weekends,
good benefits,
Assigned trucks and
dispatchers, APU's in
every truck. FREE
retirement program
and more. Call 800684-9140 x2 or visit us
at
www.biggexpress.com

local surrounding
areas. 866-270-2665
(2 yrs recent exp req)
www.abdrivers.com
Class-A CDL Training,
DELTA CAREER
ACADEMY. WIA
Approved. Job placement assistance.
Tuition Reimbursement
available. Hiring for
TMC/ Werner. BBB
accredited. Mt.
Sterling, KY 859-4989988, 800-883-0171

BTC Increases Dnver
Pay! Start .41/mile
Home Every Weekend!
Exp. Flatbed Drivers.
Assigned Equipment.
Builders Transportation
1-800-238-6803
www.btcflat.com
CALL NOW!
International Truck
Driving School/ BIH
Trucking Company
Now taking Students!
No CDL. No problem!
STATE WIA PROGRAM if qualified. or
Financing available.
888-780-5539
Class-A & B CDL
Drivers. Immediate
Openings Local and
Regional Runs. Home
Daily. Lexington/
Louisville, KY and

Drivers- CAREER
CENTRAL. NO Money
Down CDL Training.
Work for us or let us
work for you!
Unbeatable Career
Opportunities. 'Trainee
'Company Driver
'LEASE Operator Earn
up to $51k 'LEASE
Trainers Earn up to
$80k (877)369-7192
www.centraltruckdrivingjobs.com
Drivers- CDL-A Great
Home Time! Start up
to 43e per mile SignOn Bonus!! Lease purchase available.
Experience Reci'd.
800-441-4271 xKY-100
HornadyTransportation
.com

Dnvers- Midwest/
South, TX Regions!
National Distributors.
$0..49 cpm Teams.
50.39+ cpm Solos
OTR'Plfirs Welcome.
Class-A CDL,
Minimum 12 Mos. 877334-9677 or
www.drive4ndl.com
Drivers- No
Experience- No
Problem. 100% Paid
CDL Training.
Immediate benefits.
20/10 program.
Trainers earn up to
49c per mile! CRST
Van Expedited 800326-2778
www.JoinCRST.com
Drivers- Pay Increase!
Regional Van Drivers
start at 37cpm w/1
year experience.
Training available for
driver's w/ less expenence. Great Benefits/
Home Weekly. Call
888-362-8608, or visit
AVERITTcareers.com
EOE.
HOME WEEKENDS.
OTR Flatbed.
Guarantee Pay. Exc.
Pay & Benefits. No
Tarp Freight. 0/Ops
welcome. Please Call
M-F 8-5 888-420-0529

Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Friday. May 6,2011:
This year, be more aware of
your finances, the stress around
them and the potential for
changing that situation. As you
look to a new type of interaction, you will feel good and
much more valued. You also
will consider going back to
school, traveling or perhaps
allowing different types of people around you. Either way. you
will learn much more about the
world. If you are single. you
could meet someone in your
day-to-day travels. If you are
.attached. the Aitici 'of 'you will
tumble into one of your more
romantic periods. CANCER
draws you out.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive: 3-Average: -So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** Keep talks moving.
You Might not be comfortable
with everything you are hearing.
You might wonder if another
choice would be better. Realize
what is going on with others
before you make a financial
decision.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Be aware of where you
are coming from financially. You
might be overly tired and withdrawn. Be willing to say "no" to a
money offer. Others know that
you are authentic and cannot be
bought.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You are all smiles and
faith
take
a
leap . of
Nevertheless, a meeting defines
your decisions. You now know
which way to go. Understanding
evolves to a different level. Be
willing to back up your words
with actions.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
** Know that you are best off
holding your opinions back.
Words come forward that might
be irritating but force some type
of internalization. You might

ext.7013 wwwawltransport.com
Save up to 32c/ gal
using our Fuel
Discount Network!
Looking for Small Fleet
Owners or Owner
Operators. Earn up to
$2.00/ mil 1-800-7430435
Truck Drivers Wanted!
Dedicated & Regional!
Home Weekends!
Excellent Benefits!
New Equipment!
Heartland Express 1-•
800-441-4953
ww.heartlandexpress.c
OM

TWO CENT PAY
RAISE Now Offered
For New Drivers. Plus
2 die orientation, high
mi16s, excellent equipment, dry van and
flatbed freight! $500
Sign-On Bonus for
Flatbed. CDL-A, 6mo.
OTR. 888-801-5295

© Kentucky Press
Association
101 Consumer Lane
Frankfort, KY 40601
502-223-8821
CONTACT US

by Jacqueline Blear
wonder about the strength of to offer from those who are just home. or take a day off. You
your reaction.
riding your coattails. Your effec- need a change of pace and will
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
tiveness is tested' to the max. be much happier if you do.
**** You might be a lot happi- forcing your hand. Do you want
er with a personal matter than or need a different approach9
you originally thought you'd be. SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
Making a decision could lead to 21)
substantial discomfort. Realize ***** Listen to what is being
what a friendship has to offer. said, whether you agree or not.
Now ask yourself if the friend- You are full of 'fun and energy.
ship is worth it.
You are very lucky, and you
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
make excellent choices. You
*** Tension builds, whether seem to be able to handle nearyou're conscious of it or not. This ly anything. Look at a situation
situation could change radically as you would another person.
if you relax and try another CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
approach. Sometimes a partner *** You have a lot to do. and
is rather assertive. Be willing to you accomplish it quickly.
be more creative, empathetic Maintain your sense of humor.
afid direct.
Realize what is happening
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
behind the scenes. In a meeting.
***** Your mind is every- in the evening, you see a situawhere but present in the tion differently because of a dismoment. Strange things happen cussion.
when you become too lodged in AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
reverie. Optimism seems to sur- **** Take off early. Your perround you, encouraging you to spective is subject to change if
clear out a problem with a key you imagine what it's like to be
person. Become more vested in someone else. Re-evaluate cerwhat is happening.
tain issues-. Be imaginative with
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
a child.
***** Your fun nature seems PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
to separate those who have a lot *** If you can, work from

Realize what is happening within
a relationship. Tap into your
sense of humor.

BORN TODAY
Actor George Clooney (1961),
director Orson Welles (1915)

The Choice

AGAINST HOUSEHOLD PESTS
10 Licensed Technicians with
80 Years of Combined Experience

Quarterly Pest Control
$45quarter
with one year contract

Save the $80
Start-up Fee!
LET US CUSTOMIZE A PROGRAM FOR YOU
We also treat Bedbugs, Brown Recluse Spiders & Termites'
•Bedbugs, Brown Recluse Spiders and Termites are not covered under the Pest Control Special.

These require a unique and special treatment program.

Betsy: Femalethree-yearsold Calico/Domestic Short
Hair Mix
SHELTER HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 Pm
f 4 /I' 1110W intoimati()n «u)1,1( I
•
(A
Toby: Male, one-year old
Beagle

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter '
at (270)759-4141

aggrvAt
at•
ices r/oe.,eco,re d 100%
We Appreciate Your Business!

SATISFACTION
G ARANTEED!

PADUCAH - 441-0016 • MURRAY - 753-6433• MAYFIELD • 251-0890
BENTON - 527-0406 • 1-800-264-1433• sorvellpistcontroliom

Ten years ago
Approximately' 20-30 people
gathered north of the Murray City
Rah Thursday afternoon in prayer
during National Day of Prayer, in
which Christians from all denominations come together to lift their
concerns from governmental leaders and our nation in prayer.
Serving as hostesses at a recent
meeting of the Alpha Department
of the Murray Woman's Club were
Gerry Mellon and Effie Kemp.
The Lady Tigers softball team
put on a seventh-inning show to
pull away from their host. Tngg
County, for a 13-6 victory.
Twenty years ago
Christy Beane was crowned Murray High School 1991 Prom Queen.
Her court included April Haneline, Dana Hohrnan, Marianne
Gilbert, Colette Jones and Jennifer Howe.
Brown Shoe Company of St.
Louis has selected "The Shoe
Tree" of Murray as Outstanding
Independent Retailer for their
excellent performance. Jane Lovett
is owner and operator.
Recently reported births include
boy to. Mr. and Mrs. Ricky
McKinney; and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Jamie Miller.
Frankie McNutt, broker-associate with Kopperud Realty, is the
first Murray-Calloway Board of
Realtors member to achieve the
million dollar production level for
1991.
Thirty years ago
A total of 846 students in the
spring class have filed applications for degrees to be awarded
in the 58th annual spring commencement exercises at Murray
State University on Saturday. May
9.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. will
hold public forums this week in
Murray, Hopkinsville and Paducah as part of his "Government to
the People" program.
Debbie Stubblefield has been
named a United States Cheerleader
Award Winner for 1981. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hal

Hostord.
Forty years ago
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. John R.
Linn; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Hill; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. John
Pritchard; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
W.B. Rhodes; and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Stephen Johnson.
Anne Battle, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Guy Battle, is valedictorian, and Nancy Hart, daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. James C. Hart,
is salutatorian of the Murray High
School Senior Class of 1971.
Tornado force winds whipped
through Calloway County last night
leaving a path of uprooted trees
and overturned buildings.
Fifty years ago
Gerald Owen will speak at the
Youth Day services on Sunday at
the Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
Army Pvt. Tommie D. Hill participated in Exercise Thunder Roll,
a nine days' joint Army Air-Force
training exercise at Fort Hood,
Texas, which ended April 27.
Marlene Jones, Louisville. Rotary
Fellowship student to India for
one year, was the featured speaker at the annual Rotary Ladies Night
program held by the Murray Rotary
Club at the Kenlake Hotel.
The First Baptist Church Choir
and Baptist Student Union Choir
of Murray State College will present a concert on Sunday at the
church.
Sixty years ago
Seventy stores around the court
square have displays today of the
various homemakers, clubs in the
city and county.
"Keep In Touch With Young
People And You'll Never Grow
Old say Mr. and Mrs. Peter Hepprier" is the headline on a feature story on the couple, written
by Freda Jones, which is published today.
"C.L. Sharbrough coming in yesterday with his boat and fishing
poles on top of his station wagon,"
from the column "Seen & Heard
Around Murray."

DEAR ABBY: 1 am a marriage counselor writing in response
to the March 22 letter from the
man who objected to his wife
having dinner with a mutual(male)
friend while the writer was on a
business trip. I found his signature, "Feeling Cheated On in Illinois," excessive, perhaps even asignal he has
an 'ownership' attitude
his
toward
spouse, which
is associated
with controlling behavior.
In the absence
of any reason
to distrust her.
Dear Abby why is he so
upset?
My husBy Abigail
of 20
band
Van Buren
was
years
going to Japan for a week to visit
our foster daughter. I was unable
to go, so one of my female friends
went with him instead. My husband,is attractive, and no doubt
has had many opportunities Jo
cheat. 1 realize many spouses are
unfaithful, but you --don't keep
them faithful by keeping them on
a short leash. All that does is
make a potential cheater sneakier.
Because spouses who cheat
sometimes claim their lovers-inwaiting are "just friends" doesn't
mean men and women can't be
"just friends." "Illinois" is insecure at best, controlling at worst.
I think he should have a onetime appointment with a therapist
and discuss his expectations of
his wife. -- BARBARA IN MAINE
DEAR BARBARA: 1 heard
from readers who have firsthand
experience in this subject. And
many of them agreed with you.
Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I'm an at-home
wife of a husband who travels
frequently. He has logged more
than 3 million frequent flyer miles

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. May 5. the
125th day of 2011. There are 240
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 5, 1961, astronaut
Alan B. Shepard Jr. became America's first space traveler as he
made a 15-minute suborbital flight
aboard Freedom 7, a Mercury capsule launched from Cape Canaveral, Fla.
On this date:
In 1821, Napoleon Bonaparte,
51, died in exile on the island of
St. Helena.

In 1925, schoolteacher John T.
Scopes was charged in Tennessee
with violating a state law that
prohibited teaching the theory of
evolution. (Scopes was found
guilty, but his conviction was later
set aside.)
In 1942, during World War II
Japanese forces landed on the
Philippine island of Corregidor:
In 1955, West Germany became
a fully sovereign state. The baseball musical "Damn Yankees"
opened on Broadway.
In 1961, President John F.
Kennedy signed a law raising the

minimum wage to $1.15 an how,
then to $1.25 an hour, for currently covered workers.
In 1981, Irish Republican Army
hunger-striker Bobby Sands ,died
at the Maze Prison in Northern
Ireland in his 66th day without
food.
Ten years ago: Pope John Paul
II became the first pope to visit
Syria, where President Bashar
Assad asked him to take the Arabs'
side in their dispute with Israel,
referring to what Assad described
as Jewish persecution of Jesus
Christ.
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YOU NEVER
CAUGHT HER
Al' A WILLIE
NEL-SON
CONCERT

"I will always wait
for you," he said.
"I'm not going
anyplace he said.

Clear nail polish to
the rescue - again!

Husband's lack of trust may
mean he wants more control
in the last 20 years,
bet the
"Illinois" man dines out often with
female colleagues. Its a fact of
business life these days. And VU
bet a lot of the women are married, too. So, really. what's the
difference? •
He needs to look inward at
his own actions and ability to
trust. While travel may be part
of his job, why must his wife be
denied adult companionship when
he's away? A man and woman
eating out together doesn't automatically equal "date." I do it
often when my husband travels.
I pay my own way and meet my
friend(s) at the restaurant. It's a
"get-together" and the.,only way
I can stay sane. -- BEEN THERE
AND WILL CONTINUE
DEAR ABBY: I'm a married
woman with single and married
male friends. I go out for lunches and dinners with all of them.
Some live out of state and we
email' often. I also have outings
with female pals, some of whom
are lesbians. "Illinois' needs to
figure out Why he doesn't trust
his wife and his good friend. My
husband socializes without me as
well. He even goes to lunch sometimes with an old girlfriend. Either
you trust your partner or you
don't. -- SECURE AND HAPPY
IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR ABBY: I travel often
and enjoy dinners with lots of
people, both male and female.
I've dined with my neighbor's husband while we were stranded at
an airport trying to get home.
Should we have sat at different
tables? Implying that this behavior is "questionable" is outrageous.
My husband is sometimes invited to dinner by neighbors when
I'm away and I thank them for
their kindness. -- JULIA IN
GAINESVILLE, FLA.
Dear Abby is written by Abigail Van Buren, also known as
Jeanne Phillips, and founded by
her' mother, Pauline Phillips.

A NiceSmelling
Bookmark
Dear
Heloise: I use
the
PERFUME SAMPLES in magfor
by
bookmarks. I
netolse cut down the
length of the
page about 1/2 inch from the edge
of the flap for the scent. Then I
cut them in half across the middle. They are about the size of a
bookmark. You always have a nice
scent while reading, and if the
book has a musty odor, you can
open the sample a little bit at a
time to release more of the nice
smell. -- Marilyn from Wisconsin
This is a lovely idea, but please
note: Don't use in valuable,
antique or collectible books, and
don't pat them in library books.
Others checking out the book
after you may have allergies. -Heloise
BIRTHDAY PERMISSION
Dear Heloise: My high-school
best friend and I live 300 miles
apart. For birthdays, we got tired
of sending the same gift certificates back and forth, so now we
give each other something else -
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DEAR DR. GOTT: First, I
want to say that I've been a fan
of yours for a long time. Then I
want to tell you it makes me furious to have everyone assume that
a person who has herpes has been
promiscuous.
I, too, have herpes outbreaks
at a spot on
my buttocks,
and there 4is
no doubt in
mind
my
where I got it
-- at the hospital. Having
been monogamous for at
least 12 years
I
Dr. Gott at thetotime,
have
had
emergency
By
surgery, and
Dr. Peter Goft the
herpes
popped up within a week of discharge. The outbreak was exactly where I got all my pain shots.
The location migrates just a bit
every time it crops up, but it's
never been anywhere close to my
genital area, thank heavens. A
friend of mine also says she got
herpes in the same hospital, years
earlier. We've been friends for 30"
years, and I just found that out
last year. Her outbreaks are on
her inner thigh, much closer to
her knee, than to her genitals.
hope this makes some of your
readers feel better.
That said, I want to recommend nail polish to your readers.
The dermatologist I went to
(because I did not know what the
"rash" was) gave me pills and
cream that upset my digestive system, so I tried what I use on
anything that itches -- clear nail
polish! Applied three or four times
a day, the outbreak will usually
be gone by the third day.
DEAR READER: Thank you
for sharing your experience. There
are a number -of different forms
of herpes(80, to be exact), referred
to as herpes simplex virus 1 (HSV1) and herpes simplex virus 2

(HSV-2)HSV- I can cause genital herpes but more- commonly causes
infection around the mouth and
lips, as in fever blisters. Other
areas of the body can be affected, but that's uncommon. HSV-1
is caused by the herpes simplex
virus, and is estimated to be present in up to 80 percent of the
entire American adult population.
Both HSV- I and -2 can be released
from the sores the virus causes
but is also released between outbreaks from clear skin that doesn't appear to be affected at all.
Genital herpes most commonly results from HSV-2. It is estimated to be present in up to 20
percent of the American adult
population. Oddly enough, many
people are completely unaware
they even have this sexually transmitted disease because it can
remain dormant in the system for
years. Transmission of HSV-2
occurs during sexual contact with
someone who has the infection.
who ..may not have a visible outbreak and who may be completely unaware he or she is infected.
You are correct in that the herpes virus can be contracted in a
hospital setting. The most common site is the delivery room,
where an infected mother may
transmit the virus to her infant
at the time of delivery,.
Treatment, as you were likely
prescribed, consists of antiviral
medication. I must admit that you
have opened up another avenue
with th'e use of clear nail polish
My guess is, it acts as an occlusive dressing and keeps the air
and moisture from reaching the
open-wound site. I have never
had anyone else tell me that HSV
can be controlled through this
method, but if it works for you
without unwanted side effects, I
guess you should stick with it'
Thank you for sharing the information.
Dr. Peter H. Gott is a retired
physician and the author of several books.

- 'permission." For her birthday, WATER BOTTLES
Dear Heloise: We buy bottled
she got to take a female friend
to lunch, and for mine, I got to water in the 24-count carton/packhang out in a giant bookstore for age. When storing them in the
at least three hours. The keys are: refrigerator, they tend to fall over
Choose something your friend if sitting upright. We have devised
enjoys but never takes time for a way to store eight bottles at a
and that costs about as much as time, and they do not fall over
you'd spend on each other. Think We use a 12-count empty beverof something different each year. age soda carton. The bottles are
This idea turns guilty pleasures placed in the carton lying on their
into happy obligations. -- Lynn F. sides, end to end, and are placed
onaahe shelf in the refrigerator
in Addison, Pa.
toward the side wall. -- Jinuny
Love this hint! -- Heloise
and Sandy McDonie, via email
QUICK TOOLS
Dear Heloise: In addition to NO MESS
Dear Heloise: .Regarding the
the college kits suggested by a reader (first-aid kit, sewing kit, address hint in the Houston Chronicle
book), we also sent -each of our about scraping fingernails over a
daughters to college with a small bar of soap before gardening: May
tool kit, including such basics as I just add that one should always
a small hammer, pliers, screw- wear gloves when gardening? There
drivers, nails, glue, small level. are many harmful bacteria in any
etc. They probably were the only soil. Thanks. -- Joy Jenkins, Kenones on their dorm floors with ney. Texas
Send a money-saving or timesuch kits, and they met many
other students (including boys!) saving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box
because of it. They are both on 795000, San Antonio, TX 78279their own now, and we've since 5000, or you can fax it to Ienlarged their boxes and supplies 210-HELOISE or email it to
through the years. -- Kristine, Heloise(tit)Heloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but
Prescott, Ariz.
Kristine, thanks for the will use the best hints received
reminder that a tool kit is a valu- in my column.
(c)2011 by King Features Synable item for all college students.
dicate Inc.
Heloise

Skewered meat dish
Louvre locale
Old market
New York city
Gaga
"Spider-Man- star Maguire
Writer Dean
Owns
"The Matrix" hero
Take a load off
Harmonize
"Don't look --l"
Made hotel reservations
Concerning
Roil
Golf support
Giant Mel
Seine summer
Game official '
Contradict
Detached
"My Fair Lady" heroine
Exact copy
Rockies resort
Broken

Penn of films
Big head
Volume setting')
Florence's river
New Jersey city
Tie up one's boat
Full range
Umbrella part
Bar need
Utter
Must
Custom
Make amends
Pantry
Folder's phrase
Fiesta Bowl city
Islands strings
"Entourage" agent
Draw in
Poseidon's domain
Label into

Singer Fitzgerald
"Don't — stranger!"
Golfer Ernie
Sassy talk
Wallet bill
Nourished
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NEW CROSSWORD BOOK! Send $475 checklm.o.)to
Thomas Joseph Book 2. PO, Box 536475, Orlando. Ft 32853 6475
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